A b s t r ac t . The aim of this paper is to give the classification of conjugacy classes of elements of prime order in the group of birational diffeomorphisms of the two-dimensional real sphere. Parametrisations of conjugacy classes by moduli spaces are presented.
I n t ro d u c t i o n
Let P n R denote the projective n-space as a scheme over R. A real projective variety X Ă P n R is a scheme over R which may be thought of as a pair pX C , σq, where X C is its complexification, i.e. X C :" XˆS pec R Spec C, and σ is an antiholomorphic involution on X C . Let XpCq denote the set of complex points of X and XpRq :" XpCq σ (the invariant points under σ) the real part of X. Supposing that X is smooth and XpRq is nonempty, we can endow XpRq with the Euclidian topology and obtain a manifold of real dimension m " dim C X C over R.
There are then two kinds of regular morphisms between real algebraic varieties X, Y studied in the literature (see for example the introductions of [Kol01] and [BM11] ):
(1) A regular morphism X Ñ Y is a rational map defined at all complex points. The corresponding category is the one of schemes defined over R, together with regular morphisms of schemes. The group of automorphisms is denoted by AutpXq, which is in general quite small: The connected component of the identity is an algebraic group of finite dimension. (2) The second notion of regular morphisms consists of taking rational maps X Y that are defined only at all real points of X, such maps will be called morphisms XpRq Ñ Y pRq. This gives another category, with more morphisms where the objects are XpRq. The corresponding group of automorphisms will be denoted by AutpXpRqq and is the same as the set of birational diffeomorphisms of the algebraic variety considered. In most real algebraic geometry texts, the second category, much richer, is in fact studied.
In [BH07] , I. Biswas and J. Huisman showed that if X and Y are two rational real compact surfaces, then XpRq and Y pRq are diffeomorphic if and only if XpRq and Y pRq are isomorphic (which corresponds to saying that there is a birational diffeomorphism between X and Y ). The proof of this result was simplified by J. Huisman and F. Mangolte in [HM09] , by proving first that AutpXpRqq acts ntransitively on XpRq for each n. The same question for geometrically rational surfaces (i.e. rational over C) were then studied in [BM11] by J. Blanc and F. Mangolte.
The group AutpXpRqq is really larger than AutpXq in general. In particular, J. Kollár and F. Mangolte showed in [KM09] that AutpXpRqq is dense in DiffpXpRqq if X is a smooth real compact rational surface. Some other information on the group AutpXpRqq can be given by looking at its elements of finite order. In particular, in this text we are interested in elements of prime order of AutpSpRqq up to conjugacy, where SpRq is the standard twodimensional sphere (see Section 2). The group AutpSpRqq is contained in the group BirpSq of real birational transformations of the sphere, which is isomorphic to the real Cremona group BirpP 2 R q. This latter group is, of course, contained in the complex Cremona group BirpP 2 C q. The problem of classification of conjugacy classes of elements of finite order in BirpP 2 C q (which contains the groups BirpXq described before) have been of interest for a lot of mathematicians. The first classification was the one of E. Bertini ([Ber77] ), who studied involutions. The decomposition into three types of maps, namely Bertini involutions, Geiser involutions, and Jonquières involutions, was correct but there is some redundancy because the curves of fixed points were not considered. A modern and complete proof was obtained by L. Bayle and A. Beauville in [BB00] , using the tools of the minimal model program developed in dimension 2 by Yu. Manin ([Man68] ) and V.I. Iskovskikh ([Isk80] ). They obtain parametrisations of the conjugacy classes by the associated fixed curves. T. de Fernex generalised the classification in [Fer04] for elements of prime order (except for one case, done in [BB04] by A. Beauville and J. Blanc). See also [Zha01] for another approach to the same question. The precise classification of elements of finite order was then obtained in [Bla11] by J. Blanc, using the description of finite groups of I. Dolgachev and V.I. Iskovskikh [DI09] 1 . Again, the parametrisations are given by fixed curves (of powers of elements), but also by actions of the elements on the curves.
In this text, we obtain the results for the analogous problem of classification for elements of prime order in the group AutpSpRqq. The classification is summarised in Section 2 (Theorem A), which states that there are eight different families of conjugacy classes, some with only one element and others with infinitely many elements. The second main result is concerning the parametrisation of the conjugacy classes in each family (Theorem B). As AutpSpRqq Ă BirpP 2 C q, it is possible to compare the classification of the birational diffeomorphisms with the complex case i.e. birational transformations of the complex plane. For instance, there are three families of involutions on BirpP 2 C q: Bertini, Geiser, and de Jonquières. Bertini involutions do not occur in the group AutpSpRqq because they would come from an automorphism of a Del Pezzo surface of degree 1 after blowing up at least one real point of S, which would damage the geometry of the real points; see Proposition 3.4 in Section 3. The Geiser involution of AutpSpRqq corresponds to real quartics with one oval. Moreover, the group AutpSpRqq contains distinct families of conjugacy classes of involutions of de Jonquières type, which are all conjugate in BirpP 2 C q, in particular, one family, containing uncountable many elements non conjugate to each other, corresponds to only one conjugacy class in BirpP 2 C q. This text is organised as follows. Section 2 contains the compilation of the results of this text presented in two main statements and examples of birational diffeomorphisms of the sphere. In Section 3, it is shown why the study of conjugacy classes of elements of finite order of the group of birational diffeomorphisms corresponds to the study of pairs pX, gq consisting of a smooth rational projective surface X and g an automorphism of X. More precisely, there are two cases to focus on, say, when X is a Del Pezzo surface whose real Picard group invariant by g is isomorphic to Z, and when X admits a conic bundle structure and the real Picard group invariant by g has rank 2. This is a result given by V.I. Iskovskikh ([Isk80] ) and in this section, it is given more specifically what pairs are obtained for the sphere (Proposition 3.6).
1 Also after [DI09] , there are still open questions on finite subgroups of BirpP 2 C q left, some of them answered in the recent paper [Tsy13] .
In particular, since the sphere admits a structure of conic bundle given by the projection to one of the affine coordinates, Proposition 3.6 gives that the morphism of the conic bundle structure for a pair pX, gq, when X admits one, factors through that projection of the sphere. Section 4 is devoted to the study of pairs pX, gq when X is a Del Pezzo surface, including the case of the sphere itself. Special automorphisms of Del Pezzo surfaces of degree 2 and 4 such as Geiser involution and automorphisms α 1 , α 2 that are studied in Subsections 4.4 and 4.3 bring on two different families of conjugacy classes on the sphere. In Subsection 4.1, the conjugacy classes of the group of automorphisms of the sphere are investigated (Proposition 4.3).
Section 5 is dedicated to the study of the birational diffeomorphisms that are compatible with the conic bundle structure of the sphere, which is a P 1 -fibration not locally trivial. It is natural to understand the action of a birational map on the basis of the fibration and that is done in the first Subsection. When the action on P 1 is trivial, it is shown in Subsection 5.2 that the complex model of the sphere is birational to A 2 C , which allows to give an explicit algebraic description of the birational transformations of the sphere and in the following subsection for birational diffeomorphisms. In Subsection 5.4, it is proved that two birational maps of the sphere compatible with the fibration and acting trivially on the basis of it are conjugate in the group of birational maps of the sphere, if and only if there exist a birational map between the curves of fixed points of these two maps, which is defined over R. This result is also proved for the group of birational diffeomorphisms in the following subsection. In addition, a geometrical characterisation of the birational diffeomorphisms of order 2 is given according to the orientation when restricted to SpRq. More precisely, it is proved that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the conjugacy classes of orientation-preserving birational diffeomorphisms of the sphere compatible with the fibration and acting trivially on the basis and smooth real projective curves with not real point, which are a 2-1 covering of P 1 up to isomorphism. For the case of orientation-reversing, they are in correspondence with smooth real projective curves with one oval, which are a 2-1 covering of P 1 up to isomorphism. In Subsections 5.6 and 5.7, for birational maps and for birational diffeomorphisms of the sphere of order larger than two which are compatible with the fibration and acting trivially on the basis, it is shown than they are conjugate to rotations of the sphere. The last subsection is concerning birational maps and birational diffeomorphisms of order two compatible with the fibration and with nontrivial action on the basis. It is constructed a bijection between conjugacy classes of birational involutions as before and classes on a second cohomology group that is isomorphic to ' bPRą0 Z{2Z. Since the representative of these classes in the group of birational maps of the sphere are particularly birational diffeomorphisms, this implies that there are uncountable many conjugacy classes of birational diffeomorphisms of order two with a non-trivial action on the basis.
In Section 6, the problem that two pairs pX, gq, pX 1 , g 1 q may rise the same conjugacy class in AutpSpRqq is examined. In Subsection 6.1, Theorem A and B are proved by putting together all results obtained in Sections 3, 4, 5, and 6. 1.1. Acknowledgements. This article contains the results of my PhD thesis. I thank my advisor Jérémy Blanc for his help and support during the whole time of my PhD. I am also grateful to Frédéric Mangolte who was the referee of my thesis and made remarks on this text.
R e s u lt s
In this section, we state the classification of conjugacy classes of elements of prime order in the group of birational diffeomorphisms of the sphere and also the moduli spaces associated to each conjugacy class (Theorem A and Theorem B below). It is required first to present some definitions and give some examples that will appear in the classification.
We denote by S the real projective algebraic surface in P 3 R defined by the equation w 2 " x 2`y2`z2 . Let σ denote the standard antiholomorphic involution in P 3 C , σ : pw : x : y : zq Þ Ñ pw :x :ȳ :zq. Let SpRq denote the real part of S. Note that SpRq is contained in the affine space where w " 1 and corresponds to the standard two-dimensional sphere of equation x 2`y2`z2 " 1. The following two groups are of our interest, the first one is the group of birational transformations of the sphere and is isomorphic to the real Cremona group, and the second one is the group of birational diffeomorphisms of the sphere.
BirpSq
:" tf : S S | f is birationalu, AutpSpRqq :" tf : S S | f is birational and f, f´1 are defined at every real point of Su.
Remark 2.1. BirpSq, AutpSpRqq are groups and AutpSpRqq Ă BirpSq.
Our goal is to classify the conjugacy classes of elements of AutpSpRqq of prime order.
Remark 2.2. (i) Forgetting the real structure given by σ, the surface S C is isomorphic to P 1 CˆP 1 C . Indeed, S C " tpw : x : y : zq P P 3 C | pw`zqpw´zq " py`ixqpy´ixqu, and the isomorphism is given by ϕ :
pw : x : y : zq Þ ÝÑ ppw`z : y`ixq, pw`z : y´ixqq " ppy´ix : w´zq, py`ix : w´zqq,
(1) whose inverse is given by
We denote by π the projection π : S P 1 given by πpw : x : y : zq " pw : zq. Notice that every fibre of π is rational except for π´1p1 : 1q and π´1p1 :´1q, which are the union of the lines w " z, x "˘iy, and w "´z, x "˘iy, respectively.
Let us fix some notation for groups associated to the pair pS, πq, BirpS, πq :"tg P BirpSq | Dα P AutpP 1 q such that απ " πgu, AutpSpRq, πq :"tg P AutpSpRqq | Dα P AutpP 1 q such that απ " πgu.
Note that AutpSpRq, πq Ă BirpS, πq, more precisely AutpSpRq, πq " BirpS, πq X AutpSpRqq. The group AutpSpRq, πq is the group of birational diffeomorphisms that preserve the fibration. There is a natural map Φ sending any g P BirpS, πq to the associated action on the basis Φpgq " α P AutpP 1 q so that the following diagram commutes:
Hence we get the exact sequence:
where we have denoted by BirpS{πq the group:
BirpS{πq :" tg P BirpS, πq | π " πgu.
One can see the group of birational diffeomorphisms that acts trivially on the basis of the fibration as a subgroup of BirpS{πq, more precisely,
This latter subgroup has a special description given by the exact sequence
where Aut`pSpRq{πq denotes the orientation preserving birational diffeomorphisms of S and the map AutpSpRq{πq o Ý Ñ Z{2Z admits a section s : Z{2Z Ñ AutpSpRq{πq mapping´1 into τ where τ is a reflection, say, τ : S Ñ S, px, y, zq Þ Ñ px,´y, zq in the chart w " 1. Then
Before stating the main results, let us describe some examples.
Example 2.3. Geiser involution of the sphere The blow-up ζ : X Ñ S of three pairs of conjugate imaginary points in SpCq is a real Del Pezzo surface X of degree 2, with XpRq isomorphic to SpRq. The linear system of the anticanonical class of X yields double covering of P 2 ramified over a smooth real quartic with one oval. The Geiser involution ν on X is the involution which exchanges the two points of any fibre. The birational map ζνζ´1 on S is a birational diffeomorphism of S of order 2 that fixes pointwise a non-hyperelliptic curve of genus 3 with one oval. The birational diffeomorphism obtained will be called Geiser involution of the sphere.
Example 2.4. The blow-up ε : X Ñ S of two pairs of conjugate imaginary points in SpCq is a real Del Pezzo surface X of degree 4 (see Subsection 4.3), with XpRq isomorphic to SpRq. In this case, the anticanonical divisor of X is very ample and then the linear system of |´K X | gives an embedding into P 4 as an intersection of two quadrics. In the coordinates py 1 : y 2 : y 3 : y 4 : y 5 q of P 4 , X is given by the intersection of Q 1 : pµ´µµ`µqy 2 1´2 y 1 y 2`y 2 2`p 1´µ`µµ´µqy 2 3`y 2 4 " 0, Q 2 : µµy 2 1´2 µµy 1 y 2`p µ´1`µqy 2 2`µ µy 2 4`p 1´µ`µµ´µqy 2 5 " 0, for some µ P Czt0,˘1u (see Proposition 4.9 in Subsection 4.3).
The automorphisms α 1 , α 2 on X defined by α 1 : py 1 : y 2 : y 3 : y 4 : y 5 q Þ Ñ py 1 : y 2 : y 3 : y 4 :´y 5 q, α 2 : py 1 : y 2 : y 3 : y 4 : y 5 q Þ Ñ py 1 : y 2 :´y 3 : y 4 : y 5 q yield the birational diffeomorphisms εα 1 ε´1, εα 2 ε´1 on S of order 2 that by abuse of notation we denote again α 1 and α 2 . Each fixes pointwise an elliptic curve.
Example 2.5. Let θ P r0, 2πq. The rotation r θ P AutpSq is given by r θ : pw : x : y : zq Þ Ñ pw : x cos θ´y sin θ : x sin θ`y cos θ : zq.
This is a rotation that fixes the z-axis and preserves the fibration π.
Example 2.6. The reflection υ is given by the map υ : pw : x : y : zq Þ Ñ pw :´x : y : zq.
This is a reflection that preserves the fibration π and fixes a conic.
Example 2.7. The antipodal involution of the sphereã is given bỹ a : pw : x : y : zq Þ Ñ p´w : x : y : zq.
This involution has no real fixed points.
With these examples, we are ready to present the main two theorems of this text. The first one tell us that there are eight families of conjugacy classes (some with only one element, some with infinitely many) and the second, the moduli space associated to each family. These two results are proved in Section 6 using all results obtained in Sections 4 -6.
Theorem A. Every element of prime order of AutpSpRqq is conjugate to an element of one of the following families:
p1q A Geiser involution. p2q An involution α 1 or α 2 given in Example 2.4. p3q A rotation r θ of prime order given in Example 2.5. p4q The reflection υ given in Example 2.6. p5q The antipodal involutionã given in Example 2.7. p6q An involution in Aut`pSpRq{πq acting on the fibres of π by maps conjugate to rotations of order 2, and whose set of fixed points on SpCq is a hyperelliptic curve of genus ě 1 with no real points, plus the two isolated points north and south poles, P N and P S . p7q An involution in AutpSpRq{πqzAut`pSpRq{πq, acting on the fibres of π by maps conjugate to reflections, and whose set of fixed points on SpCq is a hyperelliptic curve of genus ě 1 whose set of real points consists of one oval, passing through P N and P S . p8q An involution in AutpSpRq, πqzAutpSpRq{πq acting by z Ñ´z on the basis which is not conjugate to pw : x : y : zq Þ Ñ pw :˘x :˘y :´zq.
Theorem B. The eight families presented in Theorem A correspond to distinct sets of conjugacy classes, parametrised respectively by p1q Isomorphism classes of smooth non-hyperelliptic real projective curves of genus 3 with one oval. p2q Isomorphism classes of pairs pX, gq, where X is a Del Pezzo surface of degree 4
with XpRq » SpRq and g is an automorphism of order 2 that does not preserve any real conic bundle. p3q Angles of rotations, up to sign. p4q One point (only one conjugacy class). p5q One point (only one conjugacy class). p6q Smooth real projective hyperelliptic curves Γ of genus ě 1 with no real point, together with a 2 : 1-covering Γ Ñ P 1 , up to isomorphisms compatible with the fibration and the interval r´1, 1s. p7q Smooth real projective hyperelliptic curves Γ of genus ě 1 with one oval, together with a morphism Γ Ñ P 1 , which is a 2 : 1-cover and satisfies πpΓpRqq " r´1, 1s, up to isomorphisms compatible with the fibration and the interval. p8q An uncountable set, which has a natural surjection to À bPRą0 Z{2Z.
Remark 2.8. In (7), we can have genus 0 but this corresponds to the reflection υ.
In p6q we can also have genus 0, there is in fact a real one-dimensional family of such maps, all conjugate to the family p8q (see Lemma 6.7).
Remark 2.9. All elements in p8q are conjugate in BirpS C q, this shows a big difference between the complex and real cases.
S u r f ac e au t o m o r p h i s m s a n d pa i r s
In this section, it is shown that to classify conjugacy classes of a birational diffeomorphism of finite order of the sphere is equivalent to classify birational pairs pX, gq where g is an automorphisms of finite order of a smooth real projective surface X obtained from the sphere after blowing up pairs of conjugate imaginary points. Moreover, Proposition 3.6 gives what pairs pX, gq need to be studied.
We start with some definitions and a classical result due to Comessatti (Theorem 3.3), which states in particular that the sphere S is a minimal real surface.
Definition 3.1. Let X be a smooth real projective surface. We say that X is minimal if any birational morphism X Ñ Y with Y a smooth real projective surface is an isomorphism.
Remark 3.2. Any birational morphism between smooth projective algebraic surfaces is a sequence of contractions of (i) one real p´1q-curve, or (ii) two disjoint conjugate imaginary p´1q-curves.
Therefore, a surface is minimal if and only if it does not contain a real p´1q-curve or two disjoint conjugate imaginary p´1q-curves. Let us cite the following classical result due to Comessatti [Com12] : Theorem 3.3. If X is a minimal rational smooth real surface such that XpRq ‰ H, then X is isomorphic to P 2 R , to S, or to a real Hirzebruch surface F n with n ‰ 1. Moreover, XpRq is connected and homeomorphic to the real projective plane, the sphere, the torus (n even), or the Klein bottle (n odd) respectively. Proposition 3.4. Let X be a smooth real projective surface with XpRq diffeomorphic to the sphere. Then X does not contain any real p´1q-curve. In particular, any birational morphism ζ : X Ñ Y , where Y is a smooth real projective surface, restricts to a diffeomorphism ζ : XpRq Ñ Y pRq.
Proof. If X contains a real p´1q-curve, then there is a birational morphism which corresponds to the blow-up of a real point of some smooth real projective surface whose preimage by such a birational morphism is the real p´1q-curve. Then the neighbourhood of the real locus of the p´1q-curve in XpRq is topologically a Möbius strip which implies that XpRq is not orientable and therefore non isomorphic to the sphere.
Definition 3.5. Let pX, gq be a pair i.e. X is a smooth real projective surface and g is a non-trivial automorphism of X of finite order. The pair pX, gq is said to be minimal if any birational morphism ζ : X Ñ X 1 such that there exist an automorphism g 1 of X 1 of finite order with ζ˝g " g 1˝ζ is an isomorphism.
Proposition 3.6. Let g P AutpSpRqq be an element of finite order and let π : S P 1 be the map given by πpw : x : y : zq " pw : zq. Replacing g with a conjugate in the group AutpSpRqq, one of the following holds:
paq There exists a birational morphism ε : X Ñ S which is the blow-up of 0, 1, 2, or 3 pairs of conjugate imaginary points in S, such thatĝ " ε´1˝g˝ε P AutpXq, PicpXqĝ -Z, and X is a Del Pezzo surface. pbq There exists α P AutpP 1 q such that απ " πg. Moreover, there exists a birational morphism ε : X Ñ S that restricts to a diffeomorphism XpRq Ñ SpRq such thatĝ " ε´1˝g˝ε P AutpXq, π˝ε : X Ñ P 1 is a conic bundle on X, and PicpXqĝ -Z 2 .
Proof. Let g P AutpSpRqq of finite order, g : S S is a birational map with a finite number of imaginary base points, say p 1 , p 1 , . . . , p n , p n that belong to S as proper or infinitely near points. After blowing up all of them and their images under powers of g (meaning the orbit of the points by g), we obtain a smooth projective surfaceXX
whereg is an automorphism ofX.
Since g is defined at every real point of S, the birational morphism ζ restricts to a diffeomorphismXpRq Ñ SpRq. After contracting all sets of disjoint p´1q-curves which are invariant byg and defined over R, we get a minimal pair pX,ĝq, with XpRq diffeomorphic to the sphere by the Proposition 3.4, which can be one of the two following possibilities (see [Isk80, Theorem 1G] ):
(i). PicpXqĝ has rank 1 and X is a Del Pezzo surface.
(ii). PicpXqĝ has rank 2, there is a morphism X
Recall that PicpXqĝ is the part of PicpXq which is invariant byĝ P AutpXq.
In the first case, there exists ε : X Ñ Z a birational morphism to a minimal projective smooth real algebraic surface Z. By Proposition 3.4, ZpRq is diffeomorphic to the sphere and by Theorem 3.3, we have Z » S. Then pK X q 2 ą 0,
r and consequently X is the blow-up of 0, 2, 4 or 6 points in S and X is a Del Pezzo surface of degree 8, 6, 4 or 2 and this gives statement paq. We study this case in detail in Section 4.
For the second case, we denote by pX, π X ,ĝq the minimal real conic bundle with rank PicpXqĝ " 2. Recall that XpRq » SpRq implies that there is no real p´1q-curve on X. Forgetting the action ofĝ on X, there is a birational morphism X Ñ Z which is the contraction of disjoint imaginary p´1q-curves in fibres. In this way, we obtain π Z : Z Ñ P 1 a minimal conic bundle with exactly two singular fibres because ZpRq is diffeomorphic to SpRq again by Proposition 3.4. Now, if we dismiss π and keep contracting, we end up withZ a minimal real surface such thatZpRq » ZpRq and by Theorem 3.3 we haveZ » S implying that Z is the blow-up of two imaginary points on S. In this case, the surface Z is unique and is the Del Pezzo surface of degree 6 that will be described in Subsection 4.2. The explicit conic bundle structure on Z corresponds to the lift of the projection π : S P 1 sending pw : x : y : zq to pw : zq. More precisely, π Z " π˝ε where ε : Z Ñ S is the blow-up of two imaginary conjugate points.
4. D e l P e z z o s u r f ac e s w i t h rkpPicpXqĝq " 1
In this section, we study the pairs pX, gq where X is a Del Pezzo surface and g is an automorphism of X. This corresponds to the first case in Proposition 3.6.
Recall that the complex surface S C is isomorphic to P
We denote by f and f the divisors of the fibres of the two projections i.e. PicpS C q " Zf ' Zf and by abuse of notation we denote again by f and f the pullback ε˚pf q and ε˚pf q in X for ε : X Ñ S a birational morphism.
4.1. Case: pK X q 2 " 8. In this subsection, our interest is to present the group of real automorphisms of S, AutpSq, and describe the conjugacy classes of it. We call σ the corresponding antiholomorphic involution in P 1 CˆP 1 C via the isomorphism ϕ, which is given by σpx, yq " py, xq. C , σq. Let pA, Bq P PGLp2, CqˆPGLp2, Cq, pA, Bq commutes with σ if and only if pA, Bqσpx, yq " σpA, Bqpx, yq " σpAx, Byq and hence pAy, Bxq "`By, Ax˘and it is equivalent to A " B. If we call υ : px, yq Þ Ñ py, xq, which corresponds to pw : x : y : zq Þ Ñ pw :´x : y : zq on P 3 , we see that υσ " συ, then AutpSq " AutpP
Automorphisms in F fix the divisors of fibres f and f while elements of AutpSqzF are thus of the form px, yq Þ Ñ pAy, Axq for A P PGLp2, Cq i.e. automorphisms exchanging the divisors of the fibres f and f . Proposition 4.3. Every element of AutpSq of prime order is conjugate to a rotation r θ , or to the reflection υ, or to the antipodal involutionã, which are given in Example 4.2.
Proof. We work in AutpP 1 CˆP 1 C q according to Proposition 4.1. If g P F then g : px, yq Þ Ñ pAx,Āyq for some A P PGLp2, Cq of finite order. Hence, A is conjugate to " 1 e´i θ ‰ for some angle θ and locally we write x Þ Ñ e´i θ x. This shows that g is conjugate in F to px, yq Þ Ñ pxe´i θ , ye iθ q. If g R F, then g : px, yq Þ Ñ pAy,Āxq for some A P PGLp2, Cq. Since g has prime order, g 2 is the identity so AĀ " 1 in PGLp2, Cq. Notice that the action of υ on PGLp2, Cq is given by the action of υ on F in the first component, i.e. υpAq "Ā and the condition AĀ " 1 is equivalent to AυpAq " 1.
Let A 0 P GLp2, Cq be a representative of the element A, then A 0 A 0 " " λ 0 0 λ ‰ for some λ P C˚. Since A 0 commutes with A 0 A 0 , A 0 commutes with A 0 . This implies that λ P R. Then we multiply A 0 with µ P C and assume that λ " 1 or λ "´1. In the first case, there exists B such that B´1A 0 B " r 1 0 0 1 s because H 1 pxυy, GLp2, Cqq is trivial by Proposition 3 in [Ser79, Chapter X] . This implies that g is conjugate to υ by px, yq Þ Ñ pBx, Byq. In the second case, we want to find B P GLp2, Cq such that B´1AB " " 0´1 1 0
‰ . This will imply that g is conjugate to the antipodal involutionã in Example 4.2 by the automorphism px, yq Þ Ñ pBx, Byq as before.
Let e 1 " r 1 0 s , e 2 " r 0 1 s be the two standard vectors, and choose a vector v 1 P C 2 such that pv 1 , A 0 v 1 q is a basis of C 2 . This is always possible, by taking v 1 P te 1 , e 2 u. Indeed, otherwise A 0 would be diagonal, so A 0¨A0 would have positive coefficients. We choose then B P GLp2, Cq such that Be 1 " v 1 , Be 2 " A 0 v 1 , and observe that
Multiplying by B´1, we obtain B´1A 0 Bpe 1 q " e 2 and B´1A 0 Bpe 2 q "´e 1 , which corresponds to
Remark 4.4. The group F corresponds to the orientation-preserving automorphisms of S denoted by Aut`pSq.
In the sequel, we will also need the following result.
Lemma 4.5. Let p " p0 : i : 1 : 0q P S. The group of automorphisms of S preserving the set tp,pu is denoted by AutpS, tp,puq and, via the isomorphism ϕ, has the following structure Proof. The points p andp correspond, via ϕ, to the points p1 : 0qp0 : 1q and p0 : 1qp1 : 0q, respectively. Diagonal elements in PGLp2, Cq yield a subgroup of F preserving the points p andp which is D. The elements in F which interchange the two points are elements pA,Āq in F with A of the form r 0 1 a 0 s P PGLp2, Cq. Then the subgroup of F which preserve the set tp,pu has the structure D¸xυy withυ the automorphism of F defined by the element r 0 1 1 0 s and that locally is described in the statement. Asυ commutes with υ that permutes the points, we get AutpS, tp,puq -D¸xυ,υy.
paq An element of finite order in D is a rotation r θ given in Example 4.2. pbq If g P D¸xυy Ă AutpS, tp,puq and is not a rotation, then g : px, yq Þ Ñ pAx,Āyq with A " r 0 1 b 0 s for some b P C. Since A is conjugate to r 0 1 1 0 s by the diagonal element
, then g is conjugate toυ in AutpS, tp,puq.
pcq If g P D¸xυy Ă AutpS, tp,puq and is not a rotation, then g : px, yq Þ Ñ pDy,Dxq with D " r 1 0 0 b s for some b P C. Then AĀ " 1 because g is of prime order and the action of υ on D is exactly the conjugation and the equality AĀ " 1 is the same as AυpAq=1. Then g is conjugate to υ because the group D " tD P PGLp2, Cq | D is diagonalu is isomorphic to C˚and H 1 pxυy, Dq " t1u by Hilbert's Theorem 90.
(d,e) If g P D¸xυυy and is not a rotation, then g " pd, υυq for d P D of finite order and in this case, d commutes with υυ implying that d has order 1 or 2 since the order of g is prime. Then g is either υυ and is given by the map px, yq Þ Ñ p1{y, 1{xq on P 1ˆP1 , which is the map pw : x : y : zq Þ Ñ pw : x : y :´zq on S or is given by the map px, yq Þ Ñ p´1{y,´1{xq on P 1ˆP1 and corresponds, on the sphere, to the antipodal automorphism pw : x : y : zq Þ Ñ p´w : x : y : zq.
4.2. Case: pK X q 2 " 6.
Proposition 4.6. Let ζ : X Ñ S be the blow-up of two imaginary conjugate points p, p. Then ζAutpXqζ´1 Ă AutpSq, so the pair pX, AutpXqq is not minimal.
Proof. On X, there are six p´1q-curves: the two exceptional divisors E p and E p and the four curves corresponding to the strict transforms of the fibres f and f passing through one point denoted by f p , f p , f p , and f p .
Since 4.3. Case: pK X q 2 " 4. There is ζ : X Ñ S the blow-up of four imaginary points p, p, q, q. We have 16 p´1q-curves in X: the exceptional divisors E p , E p , E q , and E q ; the strict transform of the fibres f and f passing through one point that we denote by f p , f p , f q , f q , f p , f p , f q , and f q as in the previous subsection; and the strict transform of the curves equivalent to f`f (e.g. of bidegree p1, 1q) passing through three of the four points that we denote by f ppq , f ppq , f pqq , and f pqq .
These p´1q-curves form the singular fibres of ten conic bundle structures on X with four singular complex fibres each and are the following:
The anticanonical divisor of X is´K X " 2f`2f´E p´Ep´Eq´Eq . We collect these conic bundles in pairs such that the sum of every pair is´K X : P 1 :"tf`f´E p´Ep , f`f´E q´Eq u, P 2 :"tf`f´E p´Eq , f`f´E p´Eq u, P 3 :"tf`f´E p´Eq , f`f´E p´Eq u, P 4 :"tf, f`2f´E p´Ep´Eq´Eq u,
Since K X is invariant under any automorphism of X, then AutpXq acts on the set of pairs obtaining the following exact sequence.
where F R is naturally a subgroup of F 5
2 . An element pa 1 , . . . , a 5 q exchanges the two conic bundles of the pair P i if a i " 1 and preserves each one if a i " 0. We represent in Figure 2 the picture of the five pairs of conic bundles and with the next one, how the anti-holomorphic involution σ acts on them.
F i g u r e 2 . Representation of the five pairs of conic bundles and the action of σ on them. Lemma 4.8. Let p, q P P 1 CˆP 1 C » S C be two distinct imaginary non conjugate points such that the blow-up of p,p, q,q is a Del Pezzo surface. Then up to automorphisms of the sphere, the points p and q can be chosen to be p1 : 0qp0 : 1q and p1 : 1qp1 : µq for some µ P Czt0,˘1u, respectively.
‰ maps p into p1 : 0qp0 : 1q andp into p0 : 1qp1 : 0q. Now, we may assume that p " p1 : 0qp0 : 1q andp " p0 : 1qp1 : 0q and q " pλ : 1qpρ : 1q with λ, ρ P C˚because by hypothesis the points are not on the same fibres by any projection. The automorphism px, yq Þ Ñ pλx,λyq fixes p andp and sends q into p1 : 1qp1 : µq andq into p1 :μqp1 : 1q.
Notice that when µ " 1 the points q andq are equal; when µ " 0 the points p andq are on the same fibre, as well as the pointsp and q; and finally, when µ "´1 there is a diagonal passing through the four points. Hence, the blow-up of p,p, q,q is not a Del Pezzo surface.
Proposition 4.9. paq The kernel of the sequence p4q is
and is generated by the elements γ 1 " p0, 1, 1, 0, 0q, γ 2 " p1, 0, 1, 0, 0q, and γ " p0, 0, 0, 1, 1q which correspond to the automorphisms of X with coordinates in P 4 given as γ 1 : py 1 : y 2 : y 3 : y 4 : y 5 q Þ Ñ py 1 : y 2 :´y 3 : y 4 :´y 5 q, γ 2 : py 1 : y 2 : y 3 : y 4 : y 5 q Þ Ñ py 1 : y 2 : y 3 :´y 4 :´y 5 q, γ : py 1 : y 2 : y 3 : y 4 : y 5 q Þ Ñ py 1 : y 2 :´y 3 :´y 4 :´y 5 q.
pbq The equation of the surface X is given by the intersection of the following two quadrics,
Proof. We first prove that F R is contained in the group tpa 1 , . . . , a 5 q P pF 2 q 5 | a 1à 2`a3 " 0 and a 4`a5 " 0u. To do so, we focus on the pairs P 4 and P 5 and observe that the action of the antiholomorphic involution on those pairs (see Figure 2 ) implies that for an automorphism g of X, which is in the kernel, is of the form either p˚,˚,˚, 0, 0q or p˚,˚,˚, 1, 1q, which is the same as the condition a 4`a5 " 0. Hence, a 1`a2`a3 " 0 because over C, the kernel of the map ρ : AutpX C q Ñ Sym 5 is the set tpa 1 , . . . , a 5 q P pF 2 q 5 | ř a i " 0u [Bla09, Lemma 9.11]. We show the existence of γ, γ 1 , and γ 2 and compute the equation of the surface X using the fact that the anticanonical divisor´K X is very ample and then the linear system of |´K X | gives an embedding into P 4 as an intersection of two quadrics. We study then the following diagram
where the vertical map is the blow-up of four imaginary points p, p, q, q of S viewed S C as P 1 CˆP 1 C via the isomorphism ϕ given in Remark 2.2. As´K X " 2f`2f´E p´Ep´Eq´Eq , the linear system |´K X | corresponds to the curves of S of bidegree p2, 2q viewed on P 1 CˆP 1 C » S C passing through the four blow-up points.
By Lemma 4.8, we may assume that p " p1 : 0qp0 : 1q and q " p1 : 1qp1 : µq for some µ P C˚zt0,˘1u, and thenp " p0 : 1qp1 : 0q andq " p1 :μqp1 : 1q.
In coordinates pr : sqpu : vq on P 1 CˆP 1 C , a basis of the linear system |´K X | is given by:
The computation of the actions of γ 1 , γ 2 , and γ on PicpXq with respect to the basis tΓ 1 , Γ 2 , Γ 3 , Γ 4 , Γ 5 u described above, gives the following elements:
‚, and M "¨0´µ´µ
By a change of the basis, the matrices M 1 , M 2 , and M can be diagonalised and the map ξ : S Ñ P 4 is given by ppr : sq, pu : vqq Þ Ñ N¨y t where
‚ and y " pΓ 1 , . . . , Γ 5 q.
With this new basis, the surface X, which is the image of the anticanonical embedding, is given by the intersection of the two quadrics Q 1 and Q 2 in the statement as well as the automorphisms γ 1 , γ 2 , and γ.
Proposition 4.10. The image of the sequence p4q, ρpAutpXqq Ă Sym 5 , is xp2 3qp4 5qy if |µ| " 1 and trivial otherwise.
Proof. As already mentioned in Remark 4.7, ρpAutpXqq Ă xp2 3q, p4 5qy. We show that the elements p2 3q and p4 5q do not belong to the image while p2 3qp4 5q does it if and only if |µ| " 1.
We start explaining why there is no automorphism of type p2 3q. If there were an automorphism α exchanging the pair P 2 with P 3 then α would act on P 2 and P 3 either like
We may assume that the action on the pairs P 2 and P 3 is the first since we can multiply the second one by the element of F R that corresponds to γ 1 " p0, 1, 1, 0, 0q.
On the pairs P 4 and P 5 , the action of α is either¨P
T c . And as before, we may assume that it is the first one by multiplying the second one by γ " p0, 0, 0, 1, 1q. Summarising, we have to study only two cases:
In both cases (a) and (b), f , f are fixed and hence f`f is fixed. In the case (a), looking at the pair P 1 we see that f`f´E p´Ep , f`f´E q´Eq are fixed, then E p`Ep and E q`Eq are fixed while the action on pairs P 2 and P 3 gives that α interchanges E p`Eq with E p`Eq and E p`Eq with E p`Eq . This implies that E p , E p are fixed and E q , E q are exchanged. So α would come from an automorphism α 1 of P 1ˆP1 which fixes p, p and interchanges q and q. Let us see that such an α 1 does not exist. The automorphism α 1 would be given by px, yq Þ Ñ pAx, Ayq where A P PGLp2, Cq with α 1 ppq " p, α 1 ppq " p then α 1 : px, yq Þ Ñ pλx, λyq with λ P C under the choice of the points p " p1 : 0qp0 : 1q and q " p1 : 1qp1 : µq for µ R t0,˘1u (Lemma 4.8). Since α 1 pqq " q, we have λ " µ and λµ " 1 and hence µ 2 " 1, which gives a contradiction. In the case (b), α is not even an automorphism of the Picard group because the matrix corresponding to an action described in (b) with basis tf, f , E p , E p , E q , E q u 
‚.
Therefore, an automorphism that acts as p2 3q does not belong to the image. Now, we prove that automorphisms of type p4, 5q are not in the image and we proceed in the same way as we did for p2 3q. The action of an automorphism of type p4 5q on the pairs P 4 and P 5 is either like
Multiplying by p0, 0, 0, 1, 1q we may assume that is the first one. With respect to the action on the first three pairs P 1 , P 2 , and, P 3 we assume that the action on P 1 and P 3 is the identity since we can multiply by p1, 1, 0, 0, 0q or by p0, 1, 1, 0, 0q. Then, we have two cases to focus on:
The case (a) corresponds to an automorphism which interchanges f with f and fixes E p , E p , E q , and E q . It would be the lift of an automorphism of S fixing 4 points which does not exist. On the other hand, the case (b) is not an automorphism of the Picard group because the matrix corresponding to it is
Finally, we check that there is an automorphism which acts as p2 3qp4 5q if and only if |µ| " 1. As before, we can see that automorphisms corresponding to p2 3qp4 5q are, up to composition with an element of F R , of the form
For the case (a), looking at the pairs P 4 and P 5 we see that f and f are exchanged and then f`f is fixed. The exchange of pairs P 2 and P 3 gives that f`f´E p´Eq and f`f´E p´Eq are interchanged and so are f`f´E p´Eq and f`f´E p´Eq . This implies that E p`Eq with E p`Eq are interchanged and E p`Eq with E p`Eq are interchanged, respectively. So an automorphism of type p2 3qp4 5q for case (a) comes from an automorphism δ of P 1ˆP1 which interchanges f with f , q with q and fixes p and p. We want to show that δ exists if and only if |µ| " 1. So δ is given by δ : px, yq Þ Ñ pAy, Axq satisfying A r 0 1 s " r 1 0 s, A r 1 0 s " r 0 1 s . This implies that A " r 0 λ 1 0 s . Since δ interchanges q with q, then
ı and r 0 λ 1 0 s r 1 1 s " r 1 1 s " r λ 1 s . Hence, λ " 1 and µµ " 1. Therefore this automorphism exists if |µ| " 1.
The case (b) is not possible because the matrix of the action of it on the Picard group with basis tf, f , E p , E p , E q , E q u is Proposition 4.11. If g P AutpXq and PicpXq g has rank one, then g is either α 1 " p1, 1, 0, 1, 1q or α 2 " p1, 0, 1, 1, 1q in F R which are given by α 1 : py 1 : y 2 : y 3 : y 4 : y 5 q Þ Ñ py 1 : y 2 : y 3 : y 4 :´y 5 q, α 2 : py 1 : y 2 : y 3 : y 4 : y 5 q Þ Ñ py 1 : y 2 :´y 3 : y 4 : y 5 q.
Proof. Let g P AutpXq of prime order. If g P F R , g " pa 1 , . . . , a 5 q and the condition on the rank forces that the first component a 1 " 1, g is thus either p1, 1, 0,˚,˚q or p1, 0, 1,˚,˚q. Moreover, we observe that g must interchange the two conic bundles in the pairs P 4 and P 5 because otherwise, gpf`f q " f`f P PicpXq g implying that the rank of PicpXq g ą 1 since f`f is not multiple of´K X . Then the two possibilities for g when g P F R are α 1 " p1, 1, 0, 1, 1q and α 2 " p1, 0, 1, 1, 1q.
Now if g R F R , Proposition 4.10 tells us that the action of AutpXq on the five pairs is xp2 3qp4 5qy. To ask that PicpXq g -Z forces that the two conic bundle structures in the first pair are interchanged for the same reason as before. On the other hand, the action of p2 3qp4 5q on the pairs P 2 and P 3 cannot be of the form
(or the one reversing the arrows) because in this case the order of g is 4.
In addition, we observe that if the action of p2 3qp4 5q on the pairs P 4 and P 5 is as in this picture:
, the divisor f`f is preserved under g and σ, then f`f P PicpXq g . This implies that rkpPicpXq g q ą 1. We have then to check the remaining cases,
The case (2) can be seen from case (1) conjugating it by the automorphism of the Picard group interchanging the divisors E q with Eq and fixing f ,f , E p , and Ep. Now, the action of the automorphisms of the case (1) on the Picard group PicpXq with respect to the basis tf, f , E p , E p , E q , E q u is
In this case that corresponds to α 1 , the eigenspace for the eigenvalue 1 is generated by the two conic bundles of the pair P 3 which are not in PicpXq g because of the action of σ interchanges them but whose sum is´K X . Hence, PicpXq g -Z and therefore in case (2) as well when g " α 2 . By Proposition 4.9, α 1 " γ 1 γ 2 γ and α 2 " γ 2 γ which are exactly the maps in the statement.
Finally, for cases (3) and (4), the element g is not even an automorphism of the Picard group because matrices corresponding to an action described in these cases with basis tf, f , E p , E p , E q , E q u arë
There are automorphisms of Del Pezzo surfaces of degree 4 which are minimal but preserve a conic bundle structure. These will be needed in the sequel. We give here a special family of examples.
Lemma 4.12. If |µ| " 1, then X admits two automorphisms g 1 , g 2 P AutpXq of order 2, acting on the conic bundles like
and having the following properties:
paq The two automorphisms g 1 , g 2 are conjugate by γ 2 P AutpXq and satisfy rkpPicpXq gi q " 2 for i " 1, 2. pbq Both g 1 and g 2 preserve the two real conic bundles of the pair P 1 . The action on one is trivial on the basis, but non-trivial on the other one. pcq The fixed points of g i on XpCq consists of two isolated real points, and one smooth rational curve having no real point. pdq The action of g 1 , g 2 on P 1 CˆP 1 C , via the blow-up X Ñ S and the isomorphism ϕ : S C Ñ P 1 CˆP 1 C , are respectively given by ps, vq
Proof. The existence can be checked by using Proposition 4.10 and the description of F R . Using the action on the conic bundles to compute the matrices of g 1 , g 2 with respect to the basis tf,f , E p , Ep, E q , Equ, we respectively geẗ
Using the fact that the points p,p, q,q on P 1 CˆP 1 C are respectively p1 : 0qp0 : 1q, p0 : 1qp1 : 0q, p1 : 1qp1 : µq, p1 :μqp1 : 1q and the above matrices, we obtain the explicit description of the birational maps of P 1 CˆP 1 C , given in pdq. Assertion paq follows from the description of g 1 , g 2 ; it remains to show pbq, pcq. The singular fibres of the two conic bundles of the pair P 1 are given in Figure 3 , together with the action of g 1 , which follows from the description of the matrix above. This shows 
' E F i g u r e 3 . Singular fibres of the two conic bundles, together with the action of g 1 .
that the action on the basis is trivial in the first case and not trivial in the second. The fixed points are then contained in the two fibres of the second fibration that are fixed, and which are then two smooth rational curves. Looking at the first fibration, we obtain two fixed points in each smooth fibre, three points in the first two singular fibres and one in the last two. The only real points in these fibres are f p X f p and fp X fp, so we obtain on XpCq exactly two isolated real points and one smooth rational curve with no real point. Lemma 4.13. Let g P AutpXq of prime order that preserves a real conic bundle structure and such that rkpPicpXq g q " 2, in particular, g preserves the pair P 1 . Then, one of the following occurs:
p1q there is h P Cpgq Ă AutpXq, the centraliser of g, whose action on P 1 is the exchange of the two conic bundle structures. In other words, the following diagram commutes
where ζ 1 , ζ 2 are the blow-up of four points on S C and π 1 , π 2 are the morphisms corresponding to the conic bundle structures for f`f´E p´Ep and f`f´E q´Eq , respectively. p2q The map g is equal to g 1 or g 2 given in Lemma 4.12.
Proof. Non trivial automorphisms in F R preserving the first pair P 1 are γ 1 , γ, and γ 1 γ. In this case, we are in p1q and can choose h " γ 2 .
When g R F R , then g exchanges P 2 and P 3 . This plus the fact that g has prime order implies that g has order 2. On the other hand, the action of g on the pairs P 4 and P 5 cannot be like
, since this would imply that rkpPicpXq g q ą 2
since in this case, g also fixes f`f . Then, the action of g on the conic bundles is one of the two given in Lemma 4.12.
4.4. Case: pK X q 2 " 2. The birational morphism ζ : X Ñ S is the blow-up of 3 pairs of conjugate points, say p,p, q,q, r,r P S. Since X is a Del Pezzo surface of degree two, the linear system of the anticanonical divisor defines a double covering |´K X | : X Ñ P 2 ramified over a quartic Γ. From the fact that XpRq » SpRq, Γ is a real smooth quartic with one oval. We see X as w 2 " F px, y, zq in Pp2, 1, 1, 1q and Γ the zero set of F .
Proposition 4.14. There exists an exact sequence
where ν represents the Geiser involution which exchanges the two points of any fibre i.e. the involution given by pw, x, y, zq Þ Ñ p´w, x, y, zq.
Proof. We have the following exact sequence
where AutpP 2 , Γq denotes the automorphisms of P 2 which preserves the quartic and is isomorphic to AutpΓq because the restrictions gives a map from AutpP 2 , Γq to AutpΓq which is injective since the only automorphism that preserves the quartic pointwise is the identity (an automorphism of P 2 can only fixed 3 points or a point and a line but not a quartic). To see that the restriction map is surjective, we compute the canonical divisor of the quartic by adjunction formula getting that K Γ " pK P 2`Γq| Γ " p´3L`4Lq| Γ " L| Γ . Hence, every automorphism of Γ extends to P 2 .
Lemma 4.15. paq Let C be a p´1q-curve in X, then the p´1q-curve νpCq is equal to νpCq "´K X´C . pbq rkpPicpXq ν q " 1. In particular, the pair pX, xνyq is minimal.
Proof. (a) We call ε the map defined by |´K X |. Then, εpCq is a curve of degree d for some d. If we call D " ε˚pεpCqq, we have that D " dp´K X q ‰ C. This implies that D " C`C 1 " dp´K X q for C 1 a p´1q-curve, C 1 " νpCq. Intersecting D with´K X we have 2 " 2d and hence d " 1. Then νpCq " C 1 "´K X´C . (b) Let C be a p´1q-curve in X, then by item (a) we have C¨νpCq " Cp´K XĆ q " 2. Moreover, the fact that PicpX C q is generated by the divisors in the set A :" t´K X
in GLp4, Cq is given byˆ1´1´1´1˙assuming that the first entry 1 corresponds to the anticanonical divisor for some basis containing it. On the other hand, since every element g in AutpXq commutes with ν, then in the same basis, g and ν are conjugate to a diagonal action as the element presented above. This implies that g and ν are the same. Let g P AutpXq be of prime order p ě 3. We obtain then an element of GLp4, Zq of order p which fixes K X . Then, the characteristic polynomial Q P Zrxs vanishes at 1 and all other roots in C are roots of the polynomial x p´1`¨¨¨`1 , irreducible over Q. Hence, Q is a multiple of px´1qpx p´1`¨¨¨`1 q " x p´1 . This implies that p ď 4, so p " 3 and then Q " px´1q 2 px
2`x`1 q. Therefore PicpXq g -Z 2 .
C o n i c b u n d l e c a s e
In this section, we describe the elements in AutpSpRqq of prime order corresponding to the second case of Proposition 3.6, i.e. that belong to the group AutpSpRq, πq. Let us recall the following notation:
BirpS, πq "tg P BirpSq | Dα P AutpP 1 q such that απ " πgu, AutpSpRq, πq "tg P AutpSpRqq | Dα P AutpP 1 q such that απ " πgu, and that Φ : BirpS, πq Ñ AutpP 1 q is the corresponding group homomorphism (see the exact sequence p2q) whose kernel is denoted by BirpS{πq and by AutpSpRq{πq for the corresponding group homomorphism AutpSpRq, πq Ñ AutpP 1 q.
5.1.
Image of the action on the basis. Recall that π : S P 1 is the map given by πpw : x : y : zq " pw : zq. Hence, the natural coordinates on P 1 are pw : zq or simply p1 : zq for affine coordinates. With the choice of these coordinates, the group AutpP 1 q is naturally isomorphic to PGLp2, Rq: an element "
In the following two lemmas, the image of the map Φ : BirpS, πq Ñ AutpP 1 q in the sequence (2) is presented and the image of elements of finite order is characterised.
Lemma 5.1. The image of Φ : BirpS, πq Ñ AutpP 1 q is the same as the image of its restriction to AutpSpRq, πq.
The corresponding subgroup of AutpP 1 q is given by the following semidirect product, where the generator of Z{2Z is the automorphism η : z Þ Ñ´z.
ΦpBirpS, πqq " ΦpAutpSpRq, πqq " "
Proof. Since the sphere SpRq is preserved by elements in BirpS, πq (respectively in AutpSpRq, πq) and is mapped subjectively to the interval r´1, 1s Ă R on the basis of the fibration. This interval is then invariant on the basis and the group ΦpBirpS, πqq is contained in the group generated by z Þ Ñ
5.2.
Algebraic description of BirpS{πq. Extending the scalars from R to C, the general fibre of π : S C Ñ C, px, y, zq Þ Ñ z is rational. The group of birational maps of S C preserving any general fibre of π is then equal to PGLp2, Cpzqq. The group BirpS{πq can thus be viewed as a subgroup of PGLp2, Cpzqq.
Definition 5.3.
piq For each A P GLp2, Cpzqq, we defineĀ P GLp2, Cpzqq, as the matrix obtained by replacing every coefficient of every entry of A by its conjugate. piiq In the same way, we defineĀ for any element in PGLp2, Cpzqq and we observe thatĀ does not depend on the representative because if A 1 , A 2 P PGLp2, Cpzqq are in the class of the element A then A 1 " λA 2 for some λ P Cpzq˚and then A 1 "λĀ 2 implying thatĀ 1 andĀ 2 are both in the class ofĀ.
Lemma 5.4.
paq The complex surface S C is birational to A 
7)
and thus also acts on S C via the conjugation by ψ´1. pcq For any A P PGLp2, Cpzqq, the corresponding action of A and τĀτ on S C , via ψ and denoted by A and τĀτ respectively, are conjugate by the anti-holomorphic involution σ pi.e. σ : px, y, zq Þ Ñ px,ȳ,zq q, where τ :" " 0 1´z 2 1 0 ‰ P PGLp2, Cpzqq, which means that the following diagram commutes
In particular, the group BirpS{πq corresponds, via the action of PGLp2, Cpzqq on S C , to the group
Proof. paq The map ψ is a rational map and its inverse is given by ψ´1 : pt, zq
pbq Clearly, the identity in PGLp2, Cpzqq gives the identity map of A
which is the same as
The
pcq We name σ 1 : pt, zq Þ Ñ pt,zq the anti-holomorphic involution on A 2 C , then via the birational map ψ we have ψσψ´1 " σ 1 τ " τ σ 1 : pt, zq ˆ1´z 2 t ,z˙.
Let A P PGLp2, Cpzqq. We want to show that τĀτ pσpx, y, zqq " σpApx, y, zqq for any px, y, zq P S C which is the same as showing ψ´1pτĀτ qpψσpx, y, zqq " σpψ´1Apψpx, y, zfor any px, y, zq P S C , where the action of A and τĀτ are now on A 2 C . Notice that according to Definition 5.3piiq, the action ofĀ on A 2 C is the same as the action of σ 1 Aσ 1 and in this way, for any px, y, zq P S C we have ψ´1pτĀτ qpψσpx, y, zqq " ψ´1pτ σ 1 Aσ 1 τ qpψσpx, y, zqq " ψ´1ppψσψ´1qApψσψ´1qqpψσpx, y, zqq " σψ´1Apψσpσpx, y, z" σpψ´1Apψpx, y, zqqq.
The elements in BirpS{πq correspond to the elements in PGLp2, Cpzqq which commute with ψσψ´1, in other words, for A P PGLp2, Cpzqq we have that A belongs to ψ´1BirpS{πqψ if τ σ 1 Aσ 1 τ " A which is equivalent to τĀτ " A and hence we get the description of the group G " ψ´1BirpS{πqψ.
Remark 5.5. The element τ " " 0 1´z
2 1 0 ‰ P PGLp2, Cpzqq belongs to G and corresponds to the element of BirpS{πq given by px, y, zq Þ Ñ px,´y, zq, which is a reflection that belongs then to AutpSq Ă AutpSpRqq.
The group G Ă PGLp2, Cpzqq defined in Lemma 5.4 is the algebraic version of BirpS{πq, that we will study in the sequel. In the following lemma, we give a more precise description of elements of this group. Lemma 5.6. Each A P G Ă PGLp2, Cpzqq is equal to " apzq bpzqh bpzqāpzq ı for some polynomials a, b P Crzs with no common real roots, h " 1´z 2 . Moreover, the corresponding matrix " apzq bpzqh bpzqāpzq ı P GLp2, Cpzqq has a determinant apzqāpzq´bpzqbpzqh P Rrzs which is positive when z 2 ą 1.
Remark 5.7. Conversely, if A " " apzq bpzqh bpzqāpzq ı P PGLp2, Cpzqq for some a, b P Cpzq (and in particular when a, b P Crzs), then A belongs to G, since τ Aτ " A.
Proof. Let A " Hence
. Calling again apzq : " apzqμpzq and bpzq : " µpzqcpzq we
r s with p, q, r, s P Crzs, we can multiply A by qqss and we obtain an element in the same class with entries in Crzs. Now, if z 0 is a common real root of a and b thus z 0 is also a real root ofā andb which means that we may divide by z´z 0 all entries of A and remain in the same class. Then A is of the desired form. The determinant of the corresponding element of GLp2, Cpzqq is then aā´bbp1´z 2 q " aā`bbpz 2´1 q P Rrzs. Notice that for z 2 ą 1, aā`bbpz 2´1 q ą 0 because aā ě 0, bb ě 0 implies aā`bbpz 2´1 q ě 0 and the fact a and b have non common real roots implies that the inequality is strict.
Remark 5.8. In the sequel, we will always denote by h the polynomial 1´z 2 P Rrzs. Now, we would like to characterise elements in AutpSpRq{πq and Aut`pSpRq{πq inside the group G " ψ´1BirpS{πqψ. In order to do this, we need to understand the birational map ψ : S C A 2 C given by px, y, zq px´iy, zq. The following result describes the extension of the map, that we again denote by ψ.
Lemma 5.9. ψ satisfies:
paq The birational map ψ :
p1 : x : y : zq pp1 : x´iyq, p1 : zqq pw : x : y : zq ppw : x´iyq, pw : zqq has three base-points, namely q " p0 : i : 1 : 0q,q " p0 :´i : 1 : 0q, and one point ω, infinitely near q. pbq Its inverse is and has exactly three base-points, namely p0 : 1qp0 : 1q, p1 : 0qp1 : 1q, and p1 : 0qp1 :´1q.
pcq The map ψ can be decomposed as the blow-up of q,q, ω, followed by the contraction of the strict transforms of the curves L, M , D Ă S C given respectively by L :
x " iy, w "´z M : x " iy, w " z D :
w " 0 This can be described by the diagram in Figure 4 , where P N " p1 : 0 : 0 : 1q, P S " p1 : 0 : 0 :´1q P SpRq are the north and south poles, where L, M are the image of L, M by the anti-holomorphic involution and where the strict transforms of the curves are again denoted by the same names. 
The decomposition of ψ into blow-ups and blow-downs.
Proof. Parts paq and pbq follow from a direct calculation. Hence, denoting by ζ : X Ñ S C the blow-up of q,q, ω, the map ψζ is a birational morphism X Ñ P 1 CˆP 1 C , which is the blow-up of three points since both S C and P 1 CˆP 1 C have a complex Picard group of rank 2. Looking at coordinates, one checks that the three curves are L, M, N , and the remaining part of the picture can be checked by computing the intersection between the curves.
Since M Y M is the fibre of p1 : 1q P P 1 by π and is singular with only real point, every element of BirpS{πq preserves the north pole P N " M X M and either preserves each of the two curves or interchanges them. This result is proved in the following lemma, that describes moreover algebraically the distinct possible cases.
Lemma 5.10. Let A " " apzq bpzqh bpzqāpzq ı P G Ă PGLp2, Cpzqq, for some polynomials a, b P Crzs with no common real roots psee Lemma 5.6q, and let A P BirpS{πq be the corresponding element psee Lemma 5.4q.
The map A is defined at the north and south poles P N " M X M and P S " L X L. Moreover, the following hold:
p1q If ap1q " 0, then A exchanges M with M . p2q If ap1q ‰ 0, then A preserves both M and M . p3q If ap´1q " 0, then A exchanges L with L. p4q If ap´1q ‰ 0, then A preserves both L and L.
Remark 5.11. Note that ap1q ‰ 0 (respectively ap´1q ‰ 0) is equivalent to the fact that the determinant apzqapzq`bpzqbpzqh is positive when z " 1 (respectively z "´1). qbpzqbpzq is not zero (and in fact positive) when z " 1. Hence, the above birational map is a local isomorphism near the fixed point pt, zq " p0, 1q, and restricts to an isomorphism of the curve z " 1. After blowing up p0, 1q, we obtain thus a local isomorphism in the neighbourhood of the exceptional divisor and of the strict transform of the curve z " 1. By Lemma 5.9, these maps correspond to respectively M and M via ψ. This shows that A is defined at P N " M X M and preserves each of the two curves M and M . If ap´1q ‰ 0, we find similarly that A is defined at P S " L X L and preserves each of the two curves L and L.
If ap1q " 0, we write apzq " a 0 pzqp1´zq for some polynomial a 0 P Crzs and have bp1q ‰ 0, since a, b have no common real root. We consider τ " " 0 1´z
2 1 0 ‰ P G, that corresponds to the reflection px, y, zq Þ Ñ px,´y, zq of the sphere S (see Remark 5.5). Note that this map is defined at the north and south poles, interchanges L with L and interchanges M with M . It remains to study the map
and to see that it is equal to
, where a 1 " b¨p1`zq, b 1 " a 0 P Crzs have no common real root, and such that a 1 p1q " 2bp1q ‰ 0. This reduces to the previous case.
The case where ap´1q " 0 is similar.
Lemma 5.12. Let A " " apzq bpzqh bpzqāpzq ı P G Ă PGLp2, Cpzqq, for some polynomials a, b P Crzs with no common real roots psee Lemma 5.6q, and let A P BirpS{πq be the corresponding element psee Lemma 5.4q. We denote by Dpzq " apzqāpzqb pzqbpzqp1´z 2 q P Rrzs the corresponding determinant. Let z 0 P p´1, 1q Ă R, and let Γ z0 Ă S be the conic given by z " z 0 . Then, the following hold:
paq The map A is a local isomorphism at each point of Γ z0 if and only if Dpz 0 q ‰ 0. pbq The map A contracts the curve Γ z0 onto a real point of Γ z0 if and only if Dpz 0 q " 0. In this case, it has exactly one proper base-point on Γ z0 , which is real.
Proof. Observe that ψ is a local isomorphism at a general point of Γ z0 by Lemma 5.9. Hence, A contracts Γ z0 or is a local isomorphism at each point of it if and only if so does A on the curve of A 2 C given by z " z 0 . Recall that A acts as pt, zq ˆa pzqt`bpzqp1´z 2 q bpzqt`apzq , z˙.
If Dpz 0 q ‰ 0, we obtain thus a local isomorphism along Γ z0 . If Dpz 0 q " 0, then
does not depend on t. The fact that a and b cannot both vanish at z 0 implies that the curve Γ z0 is then contracted onto one point, which is thus real. It has moreover exactly one proper base-point on this curve, which corresponds to the vanishing of the denominator and numerator of the above fraction. 5.3. Algebraic description of AutpSpRq{πq. The fact that an element in the group AutpSpRq{πq exchanges or not the lines L and L can be checked geometrically, as the following result shows. This will help to describe algebraically the groups AutpSpRq{πq and Aut`pSpRq{πq as subgroups of G (Proposition 5.15 below).
Lemma 5.13. Let A P AutpSpRq{πq, and let L, L, M, M Ă S C be the four curves given in Lemma 5.9. Then, one of the following holds:
paq A P Aut`pSpRq{πq and A preserves each of the four curves L, L, M, M . pbq A P AutpSpRq{πqzAut`pSpRq{πq and A exchanges L with L and M with M .
Proof. Since M Y M is the fibre of p1 : 1q P P 1 by π, every element of AutpSpRq{πq either preserves each of the two curves or interchanges them.
We study the action of A on the lines M and M near the point P N " M X M " p1 : 0 : 0 : 1q, the situation near P S " L X L is similar. The equation of the sphere being pw´zqpw`zq " x 2`y2 , the complex tangent plane T P N S C is given by w " z " 0, and contains the two lines M and M , which correspond to x "˘iy.
The real tangent plane is contained in the complex tangent plane i.e. T P N SpRq Ă T P N S C and the action of A on the lines M and M is the same as the action of its differential at P N denoted by D P N A P GLp2, Cq which also preserves T P N SpRq and is linear. Then D P N A can be presented as a matrix in GLp2, Rq.
Matrices in GLp2, Cq which preserve the two lines x "˘iy are of the form
for some a, b P C. Imposing the condition of preserving the real plane is equivalent to ask for a, b P R. This tell us that if D P N A is the differential at P N of a diffeomorphism A which fixes P N and preserves the lines M and M , then D P N A restricted to T P N pSpRqq is of the form " a b b a ‰ for some a, b P R and is positive defined because its determinant is a 2`b2 ą 0 and therefore such a diffeomorphism A is an orientation-preserving one.
On the other hand, matrices in GLp2, Cq which interchange the lines M and M and preserve the real tangent plane are of the form " a b b´a ‰ for some a, b P R. Then if D P N A is the differential at P N of a diffeomorphism A which fixes P N and interchanges the lines M and M , we obtain that D P N A restricted to T P N pSpRqq is of the form " a b b´a ‰ for some a, b P R and its determinant is´pa 2`b2 q ă 0 which implies that A is an orientation-reversing diffeomorphism.
Definition 5.14. We denote by Rrzs`the multiplicative submonoid of Rrzs defined as Rrzs`:" tf P Rrzs | f pz 0 q ą 0 for each z 0 P Ru.
Proposition 5.15. Let H and H 0 be the subgroups of G given respectively by ψAutpSpRq{πqψ´1 and ψAut`pSpRq{πqψ´1.
Then H " H 0¸x τ y, where τ " " 0 1´z
‰ " r 0 h 1 0 s as before, and
apzq bpzqh bpzqāpzq ı ; a, b P Crzs, aā´bbh P Rrzs`) .
Proof. The fact that H " H 0¸x τ y follows from the fact that τ corresponds to a reflection in AutpSpRq{πqzAut`pSpRq{πq; it remains to describe H 0 . Let A P G be some element, that we write as " apzq bpzqh bpzqāpzq ı for some polynomials a, b P Crzs with no common real roots (Lemma 5.6), and let D " aā´bbh P Rrzs be the corresponding determinant. We have Dpzq ą 0 if z 2 ą 1 (see Lemma 5.6). We denote by A P BirpS{πq the corresponding element, given by ψ´1Aψ.
Suppose that A P H 0 . By Lemmas 5.10 and 5.13, this implies that ap1qap´1q ‰ 0, hence Dp1q and Dp´1q are both positive. Moreover, Dpzq ‰ 0 for each z 0 P p´1, 1q by Lemma 5.12. This implies that D P Rrzs`.
Conversely, suppose that D P Rrzs`. By Lemmas 5.10 and 5.12, this implies that A is defined at each real point of the sphere, hence A P H. The fact that A P H 0 is given by Lemma 5.13.
Involutions in BirpS{πq.
Recall that the group of elements of BirpS, πq acting tri-vially on the basis of the fibration is denoted by BirpS{πq. This group is conjugate to
; a, b P Crzs with no common real roots, and apzqāpzq´bpzqbpzqh ą 0 for z 2 ą 1 ( Ă PGLp2, Cpzqq by the birational map ψ (see Lemma 5.4). In this subsection, we study involutions in BirpS{πq or equivalently in G up to conjugacy. We also recall that the action of PGLp2, Cpzqq on A 2 C was given in Equation (7) by pt, zq ´a pzqt`bpzq cpzqt`dpzq , z¯for " apzq bpzq cpzq dpzq ı " A P PGLp2, Cpzqq. Notice that when A has order 2, the restriction of A to the P 1 C corresponding to z " z 0 , for a general z 0 P C, is an automorphism of order 2 with two fixed points. We denote by Γ A the closure of the set of those fixed points as z varies in C and call it the curve of fixed points of A or just the curve fixed by A. The corresponding definition for the sphere is presented below, see Definition 5.20.
The following results will be useful for the proof of the main result of this subsection in Theorem 5.21, which states that two involutions are conjugate in G if and only if their respective fixed curves are birational over R. 
Then the existence of the birational map ρ is given by the restriction of ζ to Γ A . Conversely, we assume the existence of ρ : Γ A Γ B . By part (a), the fact that A and B are of order 2 implies that they are conjugate to an element of the form " 0 f 1 0 ‰ and " 0 g 1 0 ‰ respectively, for some f, g P Cpzq˚. In this way, the equations for the curves Γ A and Γ B are t 2 " f pzq and t 2 " gpzq. Since Γ A and Γ B are birational, this implies that the corresponding fields of rational functions are isomorphic i.e. Cpzqr ? f s -Cpzqr ? gs. The isomorphism will send z Þ Ñ z and ? f Þ Ñ a ? g`b for some a, b P Cpzq with a ‰ 0. Since f " gp" t 2 q, we have
gs which implies that 2ab ? g " 0 and therefore b " 0. Hence f " a 2 g and then " 0 f Lemma 5.17. Let A, B P G Ă PGLp2, Cpzqq be of order two. If A and B are conjugate in PGLp2, Cpzqq then there are elements α, β P PGLp2, Cpzqq such that A " αP α´1, B " βP β´1 for some P "
By Lemma 5.16 we can present A and B as in the statement for the same P for some p P Cpzq˚, what remains to show is that we can pick p P Rpzq˚(equivalently p "p). Let A 0 , τ 0 P GLp2, Cpzqq be elements corresponding to A, τ P PGLp2, Cpzqq. We can choose A 0 so that detpA 0 q " p and want to find an element µ P Cpzq˚such
The equality τ Aτ "Ā in PGLp2, Cpzqq implies that pτ 0 q´1A 0 τ 0 " λĀ 0 for some element λ P Cpzq˚. Taking the determinant, we obtain detpA 0 q " λ 2 detpA 0 q, which means that p " λ 2 p. It suffices to find µ with λ " µ µ . Since λ 2 " p{p, we obtain λ 2¨λ 2 " 1, and thus λλ "˘1. If λλ " 1 then by Hilbert's Theorem 90 there is µ P Cpzq˚such that λ " µ µ . The case λλ "´1 is not possible in Cpzq otherwise λ would be the quotient of two polynomials in Cpzq, say λ " f g with f, g P Crzs˚and then ff gḡ "´1 which is equivalent to ff "´gḡ. But the leading coefficient of any element of the set tff : f P Crzsu Ă Rrzs˚is always positive implying that ff cannot be equal to´gḡ for any g P Cpzq˚.
paq the centralizer of F in PGLp2, Cpzqq, that we denote by CpF q, is the semi-direct product J f¸Z {2Z where J f is the image in PGLp2, Cpzqq of T f where
and Z{2Z is generated by the element ν "
Cpzqq. pbq The group T f is isomorphic to the multiplicative group CpΓq˚where CpΓq is the field of rational functions on Γ, the hyperelliptic curve Γ of equation t 2 " f pzq in A 2 C (the fixed curve of the birational map corresponding to the element F ). pcq H 1 pxνy, J f q " t1u. pcq From the exact sequence
we obtain the cohomology exact sequence
The first cohomology group H 1 pxνy, T f q is trivial by Hilbert's Theorem 90 and the second cohomology group H 2 pxνy, Cpzq˚q is trivial by Tsen's Theorem ([Ser79, Chapter X, Section 7]). Then we get that H 1 pxνy, J f q " t1u.
Lemma 5.19. Let A P G of order 2 and let α P PGLp2, Cpzqq such that A " αP α´1 for some P "
Then the element µ A : " α´1τᾱ belongs to J p where τ " r 0 h 1 0 s for h " 1´z 2 and J p is defined in Proposition 5.18.
Proof. The fact that A P G implies that µ A P CpP q because µ A P µ´1 A " pα´1τ αqP pα´1τ αq " α´1τ pαP α´1qτ α " α´1pτ Aτ qα " α´1Aα " P.
In order to check that indeed µ A belongs to J p , we compute P and α explicitly.
First, we observe that if A is an involution in G then A is of the form " i¨apzq bpzqh bpzq´i¨apzq ı with apzq P Rpzq, bpzq P Cpzq. In PGLp2, Cpzqq, this involution is conjugate to the element P "
ı . In this case, p "´pa 2´bb hq and then µ A is explicitly
Definition 5.20. Let A P BirpS{πqzt1u be of finite order. For a general z 0 P R the birational map given by A fixes the conic Γ z0 corresponding to the preimage of z 0 by π. Note that A restricted to Γ z0 (A Γz 0 : Γ z0 Ñ Γ z0 ) is an isomorphism with exactly two fixed points, which can be two real points or two imaginary conjugate points. The (closure of) the set of these fixed points, for every z P P 1 , gives the curve of fixed points that we denote by FixpAq and that is a double covering of P 1 . Note that some isolated points can also be fixed and not belong to FixpAq. Proof. If A and B are conjugate in BirpS{πq, then there is an element ζ P BirpS{πq such that ζAζ´1 " B and then the map ρ is given by the restriction of ζ to FixpAq which is defined over R.
In order to prove the sufficiency, we assume that there is ρ : FixpAq FixpBq with σρ " ρσ. Then by Lemma 5.16(c), we obtain that A :" ψAψ´1 P G and B :" ψBψ´1 P G are conjugate in PGLp2, Cpzqq and by Lemma 5.17 there are α, β P PGLp2, Cpzqq such that A " αF α´1, B " βF β´1 and F "`0 f 1 0˘, for some f P Rpzq˚. Observe that the action of α and β on S C restrict to birational maps FixpF q FixpAq and FixpF q FixpBq, respectively. To sum up, we have the following diagram (which is not necessarily commutative, since ρ : FixpAq FixpBq may be not the restriction of βα´1):
Since we want to show that A " G B (or equivalently A " BirpS{πq B), we need to find γ P G such that γAγ´1 " B i.e. γαF α´1γ´1 " βF β´1 ðñ β´1γαF pβ´1γαq´1 " F , hence β´1γα P CpF q. In other words, finding γ P G so that γAγ´1 " B is equivalent to find ξ P CpF q such that βξα´1 P G.
The condition βξα´1 P G is the same as τ pβξα´1qτ " βξα´1 which is equivalent to ξ " pβ´1τ βqξpα´1τ αq. We define µ B :" β´1τ β and µ´1 A :" α´1τ α and like this, we need to find ξ P CpF q such that ξ " µ Bξ µ´1 A . By Lemma 5.19 µ A , µ B P J f and then also µ´1 A P J f . On the other hand, µ´1 A µ´1 A " 1 and µ B µ B " 1 and as J f is abelian, we get µ B µ´1 A¨µ B µ´1 A " 1 and then by Proposition 5.18(c) there is ξ P J f such that ξ{ξ " µ B µ´1 A ùñ ξ " µ Aξ µ´1 A . 5.5. Involutions in AutpSpRq{πq. In Proposition 5.15, we have described algebraically the orientation preserving birational diffeomorphisms as the group
; a, b P Crzs, aā´bbh P Rrzs`) .
We want to describe involutions in H » H 0¸x τ y where τ " r 0 h 1 0 s. Lemma 5.22. Every involution ι P H 0 is equal to ι " " i¨ppzq qpzqh qpzq´i¨ppzq ı for some p P Rrzs and q P Crzs with no common real roots and p 2´qq h P Rrzs`.
Proof. All such elements are indeed involutions, as one easily calculates. From the proof of the first statement of Lemma 5.16, we see that the trace of any involution in PGLp2, Cpzqq vanishes. Since in H 0 the diagonal entries are conjugate, they are strictly imaginary, from which the claim follows.
Fibrewise, the maps in H 0 look like rotations, the maps in HzH 0 like reflections:
Lemma 5.23. The restriction of an involution ι P H 0 to a fibre is conjugate, inside the group of automorphisms of the circle, to a rotation by π. For an element in HzH 0 , the restriction is conjugate to a reflection.
Proof. A fibre is a subvariety of the real points of S and isomorphic to a circle S 1 , which in turn is isomorphic to P 1 pRq. Therefore ι restricts on each fibre to an automorphism of P 1 pRq, that is, an element of PGLp2, Rq. The first statement of Lemma 5.16 applies equally when the field R instead of Cpzq is used, which tells us that the automorphism is conjugate to an element of the form " 0˘p 1 0 ‰ , with p ą 0 in R. The sign is negative for H 0 and positive for HzH 0 , and depends on whether the element is orientation-preserving or -reversing. With q " ? p, the element is equal to
, which is conjugate to " 0˘1 1 0
These elements describe a rotation and a reflection, as claimed.
Recall that Rrzs`:" tf P Rrzs | f pz 0 q ą 0 for each z 0 P Ru. We will need the following description.
Lemma 5.24. Rrzs`" tpp | p P Crzs, p has no real rootu Proof. Since f pzq ą 0 for every z P R, f has complex roots which can be sorted as pairs of complex conjugate roots. Then f can be factorised in Cpzq as factors of the form pz´αqpz´ᾱq which already have the form p αpα with p α " z´α for every complex root α of f . We then construct p 1 as the product p 1 " p α1¨pα2¨¨¨pα k where k is the number of pairs of complex conjugate roots and in this way, f " λ¨p 1¨p1 for some real positive constant λ. Thus we define p " ? λp 1 and the result follows.
Proposition 5.25. Let A P H be an element of order 2. Then the curve FixpAq, which is a double covering of P 1 , has the following properties:
paq If A P H 0 , then FixpAq has no real point p0 ovalq; pbq if A P HzH 0 , then FixpAq has one oval and πpFixpAqpRqq " r´1, 1s.
Proof. Let A P H be an element of order two. By Lemma 5.22, A is of the form "
i¨ppzq qpzqh qpzq´i¨ppzq ı where p P Rrzs, q P Crzs and p, q have no common real roots. The curve of fixed points is given byqpzqt 2´2 ippzqt`qpzqh " 0 whose discriminant (with respect to t) is´4pp 2`qq hq and corresponds to minus the determinant of the matrix.
If A P H 0 , then the determinant is positive, so FixpAq does not have any real point.
If A P HzH 0 , then the determinant is negative (because it is p1´z 2 q times the positive determinant). Hence, we get 2 real points for each z 0 P p´1, 1q.
According to Proposition 5.25, for an involution which is also a diffeomorphism its curve of fixed points is birational to a smooth real hyperelliptic curve with no oval or just one. In the first case, there is no real point on the fixed curve and 1 and´1 are not ramification points. This involution is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism with two isolated fixed points. In the second case, the only two ramification points are 1 and´1, the oval is sent by π : S Ñ A 1 onto the real interval r´1, 1s and this involution is an orientation reversing diffeomorphism. Both possible cases for the curve of fixed points are illustrated in Figure 5 . Now, we would like to prove the converse, i.e. for any hyperelliptic curve with one or no oval (equation of the form t 2 " p1´z 2 qp or t 2 "´p for some p P Rrzs`with no real roots) we want to associate an element γ of H which realises the curve as Fixpγq. We need first to prove the following lemmas.
Lemma 5.26. Let f P Rrzs be a polynomial of degree two such that f P Rrzs`then there exist a P Rrzs and a positive real number c such that f pzq " apzq 2`c pz 2´1 q.
Proof. Since f P Rrzs`, then f is factorised as f pzq " pz´αqpz´ᾱq " z 2´p αὰ qz`αᾱ for α a complex number and making α " b`id, we rewrite f as f pzq " z 22 bz`pb 2`d2 q. Then if we write apzq 2 " f pzq´cpz
, we want to show that there exist some value of c ą 0 such that the right side is indeed a square with respect to z. So we want the discriminant of such an expression to be zero. This is 4b 2´4 p1´cqpb
H0 HzH0
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which implies that c is a positive solution of ppcq :" c 2`p b 2`d2´1 qc´d 2 so we compute the discriminant of this quadratic expression with respect to c and want it to be larger than zero i.e. ∆ c :" pb 2`d2´1 q 2`4 d 2 ą 0 but this is always the case. Now, since the leading coefficient of apzq 2 has to be larger than zero, implies that c ă 1 so we just check that the discriminant which depends on c has a root between 0 and 1 which is true because pp0q "´d 2 ă 0 and pp1q " b 2 ą 0. What remains is to check the case b " 0 i.e. α " id. In this case, f pzq " z 2`d2 so we just take c " 1 and a " ?
Lemma 5.27. Let V be the set
q for a, b P Rrzs and P, Q P Rrzs`. We have then
qq P Rrzs`because a 2 , Q, P , and b 2`Q¨p z 2´1 q are all in Rrzs`. Therefore, f¨g P V X Rrzs`. pbq Let f P Rrzs`then f can be presented as a product of quadratic polynomials.
Since every quadratic factor is also in Rrzs`, thus it suffices to prove the Lemma in the case where f is quadratic and this was already proved in Lemma 5.26.
Lemma 5.28. The elements in AutpSpRq{πq realise all smooth real hyperelliptic curves with at most one oval. More precisely, paq for a real smooth hyperelliptic curve with one oval of the form t 2 " p1´z 2 qββ for some β P Cpzq with no real roots there is an orientation reversing birational diffeomorphism whose fixed curve is this curve, pbq for a real smooth hyperelliptic curve with no oval of the form t 2 "´ββ for some β P Cpzq with no real roots there is an orientation preserving birational diffeomorphism whose fixed curve is this one.
Proof. Given the hyperelliptic curve t 2 " p1´z 2 qββ for some β P Cpzq with no real roots, the element α " " 0 βpzqh βpzq 0 ı is an involution in HzH 0 whose fixed curve is t 2 " p1´z 2 qββ. In the other case, when t 2 "´ββ where β has no real roots, we have ββ P Rrzs`Ă V by Lemma 5.27 and then there are a P Rrzs and P P Rrzss uch that ββ " a 2`P pz 2´1 q. Lemma 5.24 implies that P " bb for some b P Crzs then the element α " " iapzq bpzqh bpzq´iapzq ı is an involution in H 0 whose fixed curve is t 2 "´ββ.
Lemma 5.29. Let a, b, c, d P Crzs and let Apzq " " apzq bpzq cpzq dpzq ı P GLp2, Cpzqq. Let z 0 P C be a simple root of ad´bc P Crzs, such that Apz 0 q has rank 1.
Then, the birational map of P 1ˆA1 given by prt : us, zq prapzqt`bpzqu : cpzqt`dpzqus, zq has exactly one base-point on the line z " z 0 , and no infinitely near base-point to this one.
Proof. Making the change of variable z Þ Ñ z´z 0 , we can assume that z 0 " 0.
Replacing Apzq with αApzqβ, where α, β P GLp2, Cq, we can moreover assume that
Ap0q " r 0 0 1 0 s, so we can write Apzq "
, for some a, b, c, d P Crzs (which are not the same as before but we keep the same letters to simplify the notation). Since z 0 is a simple root of the determinant, we have bp0q ‰ 0. The corresponding birational map of P 1ˆA1 is then prt : us, zq przpapzqt`bpzquq : t`zpcpzqt`dpzquqs, zq and has a unique proper base-point on the line z " 0, which is the point pr0 : 1s, 0q.
The blow-up of this point is locally given by
And the lift of our birational is then locally given by pt, vq ˆv papvtqt`bpvtqq cpvtqtv`dpvtqv`1 , tpcpvtqtv`dpvtqv`1q apvtqt`bpvtq˙.
The curves E, E 1 corresponding respectively to the exceptional divisor and the fibre z " z 0 are now given by t " 0 and v " 0 respectively, and exchanged by the lift:
his implies that both, our map and its inverse, have a simple base-point at p0, 0q.
Theorem 5.30. Let g, g 1 P AutpSpRq{πq of order 2. Then g and g 1 are conjugate in BirpS{πq if and only if they are conjugate in AutpSpRq{πq.
Proof. Let g and g 1 be conjugate in BirpS{πq, then there is α P BirpS{πq such that αgα´1 " g 1 . We want to show that g and g 1 are conjugate in AutpSpRq{πq. By Proposition 5.25, the curve of fixed points of an element in AutpSpRq{πq either contains no real point or only one oval.
If α P BirpS{πqzAutpSpRq{πq, there is a real point r P SpRq where α is not defined, and this point is not P S or P N (Lemma 5.10). The element α blows up this point and contracts the conic Γ zr passing through r which is a fibre of the conic bundle structure of S. Then αpΓ zr q " q for some q P SpRq.
Note that q is fixed by g. Indeed, otherwise gpqq " q 1 ‰ q and as g preserves the fibration, gpΓ zr q " Γ zr , then αpgpΓ zr‰ g 1 pαpΓ zr qq. Since q is a real point fixed by g and distinct from P S and P N , the curve Fixpgq contains real points. We may then assume that g is equal to ; a, λ P Rrzs and a 2´λ2 bbh ‰ 0 ) Ă G.
We want to prove now that Cpgq contains, in particular, an element β " " apzq bpzqh bpzq apzq ı such that Dpzq " apzq 2´b pzqbpzqp1´z 2 q has only one zero exactly at z " z r on the interval p´1, 1q. The reason of the existence of such a β is that it is possible to find a polynomial apzq with values ap´1q " 0 and apz r q " a bpz
With β P Cpgq as before, i.e. the element with the only root of its determinant at z " z r , Lemma 5.29 implies that the birational map that β defines has exactly one real base-point and no infinitely near base-point to this one. Then replacing α by β´1α, one gets one base-point less. Then the claim follows by induction. Proof. Let g, g 1 P AutpSpRq{πq be of order 2. If g and g 1 are conjugate in AutpSpRq{πq then by Theorem 5.21, Fixpgq and Fixpg 1 q are birational over R by some π-isomorphism. Proposition 5.25 tell us that Fixpgq and Fixpg 1 q are a double covering of P 1 with no real point (when g, g 1 are orientation-preserving birational diffeomorphisms) or with one oval (when g, g 1 are orientation-reversing birational diffeomorphisms), and Lemma 5.28 shows that all such curves are obtained. Given a π-isomorphism between two smooth real hyperelliptic curves with no oval (respectively one), Theorem 5.21 implies that g and g 1 are conjugate in BirpS{πq and Theorem 5.30 that g and g 1 are indeed conjugate in AutpSpRq{πq.
5.6. Elements in BirpS{πq of finite order larger than two. The goal of this subsection is to show that any element in BirpS{πq of finite order larger than two which preserves the fibration is conjugate to a rotation. We start by observing that any rotation ρ θ P BirpS{πq is given by the map
S ÝÑ S px, y, zq Þ ÝÑ px cos θ´y sin θ, x sin θ`y cos θ, zq which via ψ (Lemma 5.4) corresponds in A 2 to the map pt, zq Þ Ñ pte´i θ , zq and is equivalent to the action of the element
With this observation and the following remark, the result is presented in Lemma 5.34.
Remark 5.33.
(i) Let A P PGLp2, Cpzqq an element of finite order larger than 2. Then A is diagonalisable. (ii) Two diagonal elements r 1 0 0 a s and r 1 0 0 b s are conjugate in PGLp2, Cpzqq if and only if a " b˘1.
Lemma 5.34. Let A P G of order n ‰ 2. Then A is conjugate to a rotation
Proof. Since A is an element of finite order n ‰ 2 then by Remark 5.33, A is diagonalisable in PGLp2, Cpzqq so there is an element α P PGLp2, Cpzqq so that A " α " 1 0 0 µ ‰ α´1 for some µ P Cpzq˚an element of order n, i.e. µ is a root of unity that we can write as µ " e iθ for some angle θ. We define J :" r 1 0 0 s s α´1 and we want to find s P Cpzq such that J P G and JAJ´1 " R θ . This latter condition is fulfilled by the form of J. To ask for J P G is the same as J satisfies the relation τ Jτ "J which is equivalent to τ r 1 0 0 s s α´1τ " r 1 0 0s s α´1. Multiplying to the right byᾱ we get τ r 1 0 0 s s α´1τ α´1 " r 1 0 0s s. We call ρ :" α´1τ α and we rewrite the last equation in terms of ρ obtaining: τ r 1 0 0 s sρ " r 1 0 0s s
whereρ " ρ´1 because ρρ " pᾱ´1τ αqpα´1τᾱq " 1.
On the other hand, the fact that A P G i.e. τ Aτ "Ā which is the same as τ α
‰ ρ and gives the condition on ρ to be of the form ρ " r 0 λ 1 0 s for some λ P Cpzq˚. Moreover, ρρ " 1 implies that λ P Rpzq˚because r 0 λ 1 0 s
‰ " r 1 0 0 1 s. With this information about ρ, finding s P Cpzq˚satisfying the equation (9) is equivalent to find s satisfying the equation λ " p1´z 2 qss (10) Note that we already know that λ 1´z 2 P Rpzq˚, but not every element of Rpzqc an be written as ss. What follows is to describe ρ in terms of entries of α and τ in order to find candidates for the value of s satisfying the previous equation. Let us present α " " a b c d ‰ , then the relation ρ "ᾱ´1τ α explicitly will be
and this gives two equationś ab`p1´z 2 qcd " 0 and paā´p1´z 2 qccqλ "´bb`p1´z 2 qdd
When a ‰ 0,b " p1´z 2 q cd a and plugging it in the second equation in (11) we get λraā´p1´z 2 qccs " p1´z 2 qraā´p1´z 2 qccspdd{aāq hence λ " p1´z 2 q dd aā . In the case a " 0, equations (11) imply that d " 0 and that λ " 1 1´z 2 bb cc Then, we may choose s " 5.7. Elements in AutpSpRq{πq of finite order larger than two. We can check that Lemma 5.34 also holds in the subgroup AutpSpRq{πq, via ψ:
Lemma 5.35. Let A P H of order n ‰ 2. Then A is conjugate to a rotation
in H for some angle θ.
Proof. Let A P H of finite order different from 2, then by Lemma 5.34, there is α P G such that αAα´1 " R θ . Let A " ψ´1Aψ. By abuse of notation, the element ψ´1αψ P BirpS{πq will be called α as well. If α P BirpS{πqzAutpSpRq{πq, there is a real point r P SpRq where α is not defined. The element α blows up this point and contracts the conic Γ zr passing through r which is a fibre of the conic bundle structure of S. Then αpΓ zr q " q for some q P SpRq, which is sent by R θ to a different real point (R θ only fixes P N and P S ). As A preserves the fibration, ApΓ zr q " Γ zr , then αpApΓ zr‰ R θ pαpΓ zr5.8. Involutions in BirpS, πqzBirpS{πq. Since we want now to study conjugacy classes of elements in BirpS, πqzBirpS{πq whose square is the identity, we observe that thanks to Lemma 5.2, we can think about elements of finite order in BirpS, πq as the semi-direct product between elements of finite order in BirpS{πq and Z{2Z where Z{2Z is generated by η : S C Ñ S C sending z to´z. The action of η on BirpS{πq is given by the map:
Let α " pα 0 , ηq P BirpS, πq then α 2 " pα 0 ηpα 0 q, 1q P BirpS{πq and ηpα 0 q " α 0 p´zq which means that all entries of α 0 in Cpzq are changed by the C-field automorphism of Cpzq sending z to´z. We are then interested in the case α 0 ηpα 0 q is the identity.
Recall that in Lemma 5.4(c), we identified BirpS{πq with the group G " tA P PGLp2, Cpzqq | τ Aτ "Āu where τ " " 0 1´z 2 1 0 ‰ . We denote by T the following group,
whose image under the canonical projection corresponds to G. We have the following exact sequence where p denotes the canonical projection:
Hence we obtain the cohomology exact sequence
where xηy » Z{2Z and the action of η is described in (12). The next lemma tells us that H 1 pxηy, T q is trivial. Once that is done, the study of the map δ will show that conjugacy classes of α P BirpS, πqzBirpS{πq with α 2 " id are parametrised by particular elements in Rpz 2 q.
Lemma 5.36. Let T :" A P GLp2, Cpzqq ; A " τ Aτ´1 ( with τ as before. Then the group T can be presented more precisely as
and H 1 pxηy, T q " t1u.
Proof. The group T is isomorphic to the multiplicative group of the non-commutative field K :" Cpzq`Cpzqξ where ξ 2 " h and apzqξ " ξapzq for any a P Cpzq. The isomorphism is defined by sending an element A " " apzq hbpzq bpzq apzq ı P T to the element apzq`bpzqξ P Cpzq`Cpzqξ. Indeed, we have that the product in K, pa`bξqpc`dξq " ac`bξdξ`adξ`bξc " ac`bdh`pad`bcqξ corresponds in T to the product " a hb
ac`bdh hpad`bcq ad`bcāc`bdh ı . The corresponding action of xηy » Z{2Z on Cpzq`Cpzqξ is given by the extension of the field automorphism z Þ Ñ´z of Cpzq˚to K˚, to be more precise, apzq`bpzqξ Þ Ñ ap´zq`bp´zqξ.
Let g : xηy Ñ K˚be a cocycle such that gp1q " 1 and gpηq " A for some A P Ks uch that AηpAq " 1. Let C P K such that B " C`AηpCq ‰ 0, such a C exists because we may choose C " A when A ‰´1, otherwise there are many choices of C satisfying C´ηpCq ‰ 0, e.g. C " z. We have thus ηpBq " ηpCq`ηpAqC and hence AηpBq " AηpCq`AηpAqC " AηpCq`C " B i.e. A " BηpBq´1 and this means that A is a coboundary.
The following Lemma will be useful to compute H 2 pxηy, Rpzq˚q.
Lemma 5.37. Let G be a group with two elements acting on an abelian group M and let ξ be the non trivial element of G.
paq Any class rcs P H 2 pG, M q admits a normalised 2-cocycle c 1 i.e. it is the class of c : G 2 Ñ M such that cpg, 1q " cp1, gq " 1 for every g P G. pbq Let c : G 2 Ñ M is a normalised 2-cocycle and define ρpcq " cpξ, ξq P M . Then ρ induces an isomorphism of groups
Lemma 5.38. For the exact cohomology sequence p13q,
Proof. Let pRpzq˚q η denote the elements of Rpzq˚which are invariant with respect to the action of η described above. We call N the map N : Rpzq˚Ñ pRpzq˚q η given by Npppzqq " ppzqηpppzqq " ppzqpp´zq. Then by Lemma 5.37, H 2 pZ{2Z, Rpzq˚q is isomorphic to cokerpNq that we need to compute. First, we prove that pRpzq˚q η " Rpz 2 q˚. The inclusion Rpz 2 q˚Ă pRpzq˚q η is clear. Reciprocally, if gpzq P pRpzq˚q η , gpzq " ppzq qpzq with p, q P Rrzs that we can assume having non common factors. Thus from ppzq qpzq " pp´zq qp´zq follows that ppzqqp´zq " pp´zqqpzq and then roots of both sides need to coincide. This implies that if a is a real root of ppzq, it has to be a root of pp´zq and therefore z 2´a2 divides ppzq. For a complex root α of ppzq, using the same argument we obtain that pz´αqpz´ᾱqpz`αqpz`ᾱq divides ppzq. By induction on the number of roots of p and q, we obtain Rpzq η " Rpz 2 q. In order to compute cokerpNq we look at the image by N of generators of Rpzqå nd compare with generators of Rpz 2 q˚. Generators of Rpzq˚are a P R˚, pz´bq with b P R, and pz´αqpz´ᾱq with α P CzR and they are mapped by N to a 2 , b 2´z2 , and pz 2´α2 qpz 2´ᾱ2 q while generators of Rpz 2 q˚are c P R, pz 2´d q with d P R, and pz 2´β qpz 2´β q with β P CzR (notice that β is always a square). Hence, cokerpNq » Rpz 2 q˚{ImpNq " xr´1s, trz 2`b s : b ą 0uy Ă Rpz 2 q˚{ImpNq. To see the structure of H 2 pxηy, Rpzq˚q, we see that r´1s¨r´1s " 1 and for any b ą 0, rz 2`b srz 
We call Ψ the following automorphism of P The equation (14) can be seen as f pzq " Ψpf p´zqq for f pzq "c pzq dpzq
. In this way, finding cpzq and dpzq satisfying the equation (14) is equivalent to find fixed points of r Ψ where r Ψpf pzqq :" Ψpf p´zqq. First we notice that the automorphism Ψ is a linear automorphism given by the element "ā pzq hbpzq bpzq apzq ı in PGLp2, Cpzqq that we denote byÂ since it comes from A by interchanging the elements of the mean diagonal, this implies that r Ψ has order two because r Ψ˝r Ψ " id is equivalent toÂηpÂq " 1 which is satisfied because A is a class in H 1 pxηy, Gq. On the other hand, the elementÂ is equivalent tô
ı . Hence, the existence of fixed points for the automorphism associated toÂ gives the existence of fixed points for the automorphism r Ψ. Then we look explicitly for elements u, v P Cpzq such that pupzq : vpzqq "Âpup´zq : vp´zqq " p´detÂvp´zq :bpzq 2 up´zqq in P Lemma 5.40. Any element f P Cpz 2 q can be written as the product gpzqgp´zq for some element g P Cpzq. In other words,
Cpz
2 q " tgpzqgp´zq : gpzq P Cpzqu.
Proof. Clearly, for g P Cpzq it follows that gpzqgp´zq P Cpz 2 q. Reciprocally, let f P Cpz 2 q. Thus f " ppzq qpzq with p, q P Crz 2 s. We can write p in terms of roots as
s q where α, α i P C, 1 ď i ď s. Any factor of p can be decomposed as a product of the form´pz´?α i qp´z´?α i q for any root α i . We can then write p as the product g 1 pzqg 1 p´zq where
αpz´?a 1 q¨¨¨pz´?a r qpz´?α 1 q¨¨¨pz´?α s q, if s is even i ?
αpz´?a 1 q¨¨¨pz´?a r qpz´?α 1 q¨¨¨pz´?α s q, if s is odd.
In the same way, qpzq " g 2 pzqg 2 pzq and therefore, f can be presented as the product g1pzq g2pzq¨g
1 p´zq g2p´zq .
Corollary 5.41 (from Proposition 5.39). The conjugacy classes of elements α " pα 0 , ηq P BirpS, πqzBirpS{πq such that α 0 ηpα 0 q is the identity are parametrised by the classes of polynomials xr´1s, trz
Proof. The cohomology group H 1 pxηy, Gq corresponds precisely to the set of conjugacy classes of involutions in BirpS, πqzBirpS{πq, that is, classes of elements pα 0 , ηq as in the statement. Therefore Proposition 5.39 directly implies the corollary.
Corollary 5.42. The set of conjugacy classes of involutions in AutpSpRq, πqz AutpSpRq{πq surjects naturally to the set of conjugacy classes of involutions in BirpS, πqzBirpS{πq.
Proof. Let pA, ηq be an involution in BirpS, πqzBirpS{πq. The proof of Proposition 5.39 shows that pA, ηq is conjugate to an element pÃ, ηq whereÃ is, via ψ, an element of the form " apzq 0 0āpzq ı , and a P Crzs has no real roots. Since in that case aā P Rrzs`, Proposition 5.15 tells us that such an element corresponds to one of AutpSpRq{πq. Hence the birational diffeomorphism pÃ, ηq P AutpSpRq, πqz AutpSpRq{πq is conjugate in BirpS, πq to pA, ηq, and therefore every conjugation class of BirpS, πqzBirpS{πq contains a conjugation class of AutpSpRq, πqzAutpSpRq{πq.
6. C o n n e c t i o n b e t w e e n f a m i l i e s
In this section, we collect all our results, and use the fixed points and the classification of the possible Sarkisov links given by Iskovskikh in [Isk96] to give the proofs of Theorem A and Theorem B (Section 2).
We start with some definitions, which come from the equivariant Sarkisov program.
Definition 6.1. Let X be a smooth projective real rational surface with XpRq » SpRq, let g P AutpXq be an automorphism of finite order and let µ : X Ñ Y be a morphism. The triple pX, g, µq is said to be a Mori fibration when one of the following holds piq rkpPicpXq g q " 1, Y is a point and X is a Del Pezzo surface; piiq rkpPicpXq g q " 2, Y " P 1 and the map µ is a conic bundle.
Remark 6.2. In the second case, we can do as in Proposition 3.6 and find a birational morphism ε : X Ñ S that restricts to a diffeomorphism XpRq Ñ SpRq, such that πε " αµ, for some α P AutpP 1 R q. This conjugates g to an element εgε´1 P AutpSpRq, πq. The possible choices for ε just replace εgε´1 with a conjugate in the group AutpSpRq, πq.
Definition 6.4. A Sarkisov link between two Mori fibrations µ : X Ñ Y and
ζg and is of one of the following four types, piq Links of type I. These are commutative diagrams of the form
where ζ´1 : X 1 Ñ X is a birational morphism, which is the blow-up of either a g-orbit of real points or imaginary conjugate points of X, and where ρ is the contraction of Y 1 " P 1 to the point p.
piiq Links of type II. These are commutative diagrams of the form
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.4 that X, X 1 do not contain any real p´1q-curve. Moreover, the map ρ has no real base-points implying that the first Sarkisov link obtained in the decomposition does not have real base-points (the base-points of the link are taken among the base-points of the map, see the proof of [Isk96, Theorem 2.5]). Proceeding by induction on the number of links provided by Theorem 6.5, we obtain that ρ decomposes into Sarkisov links that do not blow up any real point or contract any real curve. In particular, the surfaces obtained are all diffeomorphic to the sphere and with K 2 X P 2Z. It remains to study links X X 1 , between two Mori-fibrations µ : X Ñ Y and
2 , pK X 1 q 2 P 2Z, and which do not blow up any point. In the case where Y is a point, we can moreover assume that pK X q 2 " 6, by Proposition 4.6 (and similarly pK X 1 q 2 " 6 if Y 1 is a point). Looking at the list of [Isk96, Theorem 2.6], we get the following possibilities.
(1) Links of type I and III (Y is a point and Y 1 " P 1 or vice versa). Looking at [Isk96, Theorem 2.6, case piq], one gets only one possibility, which is the blow-up of two imaginary conjugate points on the sphere S. Up to automorphism, these points can be taken to be the two base-points of π : S P 1 , and the automorphisms that preserve the union of these two points are described in Lemma 4.5.
In the first case, when Y " Y 1 " P 1 , the link corresponds to conjugation in the group AutpSpRq, πq (see Remark 6.2).
In the second case, the list of [Isk96, Theorem 2.6, case piiq] yields the following three possibilities:
piq (Case pK X q 2 " 8, pbq) A birational map SpRq SpRq that blows up 3 pairs of conjugate points and contract 3 pairs of conjugate curves. It corresponds to the Geiser involution on the blow-up of the 6 points. piiq (Case pK X q 2 " 8, pdq) A birational map SpRq SpRq that blows up 2 pairs of conjugate points and contract 2 pairs of conjugate curves. piiiq (Case pK X q 2 " 4, pbq) A birational map XpRq XpRq that blows up 2 pairs of conjugate points on a Del Pezzo surface X of degree 4 and contract 2 pairs of conjugate curves. It corresponds to the Geiser involution on the blow-up of the 4 points. In each case we get a link X X, where X is either the sphere S or a Del Pezzo surface of degree 4. It remains to see that the two automorphisms of prime order of AutpXq produced by this link are conjugate by an element of AutpXq. If the link corresponds to a Geiser involution, this is because the Geiser involution commutes with all automorphism of the surface (see Proposition 4.14). In the other case, the orbit blown up consists of two pairs of conjugate points on SpCq, so the automorphism is an element of order 2 in AutpSq, so conjugate to a rotation, a reflection or the antipodal involution (Proposition 4.3). By looking at the fixed points, we observe that two elements of order 2 in AutpSq are conjugate in AutpSq if and only if they are conjugate in AutpSpRqq. (3) Links of type IV. (X » X 1 is a surface which admits two different conic bundle structures, and the link consists of changing the structure). It follows from [Isk96, Theorem 2.6, case pivq] that pK X q 2 P t2, 4, 8u. The case 8 is not possible since PicpSq -Z. If pK X q 2 " 2, the link is given by the Geiser involution (by [Isk96, Theorem 2.6]), which commutes with all automorphisms. Hence, the two automorphisms of AutpSpRq, πq provided by the links are conjugate. This is the same if pK X q 2 " 4 and if there is an element of AutpSq which commutes with the automorphism. By Lemma 4.13, the only remaining case is when the two automorphisms are g 1 , g 2 given in Lemma 4.12.
Lemma 6.6 shows that the automorphisms g 1 , g 2 given in Lemma 4.12 are quite special. The following result describes the situation.
Lemma 6.7. p1q Let X be a Del Pezzo surface of degree 4 with µ P Czt˘1u, |µ| " 1 psee Lemma 4.8q, and g 1 , g 2 P AutpXq be the automorphisms given in Lemma 4.12. The action on the two conic bundles invariant yields two involutions
2µt´ip1`µqp1´z 2 q ,´zp using the map ψ : S C A 2 C of Lemma 5.4q p2q Taking another surface given by µ 1 P Czt˘1u, |µ 1 | " 1, the following are equivalent: (a) g 1 q are conjugate in AutpSpRq, πq; (c) µ 1 " µ˘1. p3q Let g P AutpSpRq{πq be an element of order 2, such that Fixpgq is a rational curve with no real point. Then, g is conjugate in AutpSpRq, πq to g 1 1 pµq for some µ P Czt˘1u, |µ| " 1.
Proof. Let g P AutpSpRq{πq be an element of order 2, such that Fixpgq is a rational curve with no real point. The element g belongs to Aut`pSpRq{πq, and the map π restricts to a double covering π g : Fixpgq Ñ P 1 (Proposition 5.25). Since the curve is rational, by the Riemann-Hurwitz formula the double covering is ramified over two points q,q P P 1 pCq. These two points determine the curve Fixpgq, up to isomorphisms above P 1 pCq, i.e. isomorphisms ρ : Fixpgq Ñ Fixpg 1 q with π g 1 ρ " π g . Hence, by Theorems 5.21 and 5.30, the conjugacy class of g in AutpSpRq{πq is given by the set tq,qu.
We will use this observation to show that g is conjugate to one of the automorphisms g 1 , g 2 P AutpXq, where X is a Del Pezzo surface of degree 4, given in Lemma 4.12.
We use the map ψ : S C A 2 C , px, y, zq px´iy, zq given in Lemma 5.4 to compute the action of g 1 , g 2 on A 2 C . Note that ψϕ´1 : P or some b P p´1, 1q (see Lemma 5.1), and claim that we can send the points q,q onto˘µ´1 µ`1 for some µ P Czt˘1u with |µ| " 1. To see this, we make the change of coordinates z " . But the action is generated by the maps z Þ Ñ z`b bz`1 , b P p´1, 1q and by z Ñ´z (Lemma 5.1). Making the same change of coordinates as before, we obtain that µ 1 " µ˘1. To finish the proof, it remains to see that two elements g 1 2 pµq and g 1 2 pµ 1 q are conjugate in AutpSpRq, πq if and only if µ 1 " µ˘1. The element g 1 2 pµq corresponds to an element of H 2 pxηy, Rpzq˚q that we can compute using Proposition 5.39. To do this, we need to write the corresponding element of H 1 pxηy, Gq. Composing g 1 2 pµq with pt, zq Ñ pt,´zq, we obtain the element ofÃ " G given by "´i p1`µqp1´z 2 q 2p1´z 2 q 2µ ip1`µqp1´z 2 q ı .
In order to get an element of T Ă GLp2, Cpzqq (see Lemma 5.36), we divide each element of the matrix with ν, with ν P C, |ν| " 1, ν 2 " µ, and get
with a "´i
2 q ν ). Observing that a "´a and that a, b are invariant by z Þ Ñ´z, the corresponding element of H 2 pxηy, Rpzq˚q can be computed (using Proposition 5.39) by Writing µ " cospθq`i sinpθq we obtain p1`µq 2 µ " 2pcospθq`1q,´1´µ 1`µ¯2 " cospθq´1 cospθq`1 " cos 2 pθq´1
pcospθq`1q 2 P R ă0 , so the corresponding element of H 2 pxηy, Rpzq˚q is the class of z 2`1´c ospθq cospθq`1 . Denoting by s : p0, πq Y pπ, 2πq Ñ R ą0 the map spθq " 1´cospθq cospθq`1 , we observe that spθq " spθ 1 q if and only if θ 1 P tθ, 2π´θu. This gives the result.
6.1. Proof of theorems A and B. We can now finish by giving the proof of the main theorems.
Proof of Theorem A. Let g P AutpSpRqq be of prime order. By Proposition 3.6, one of the two following possibilities holds paq There exists a birational morphism ε : X Ñ S which is the blow-up of 0, 1, 2, or 3 pairs of conjugate imaginary points in S, such thatĝ " ε´1gε P AutpXq, PicpXqĝ -Z, and X is a Del Pezzo surface. pbq There exists α P AutpP 1 q such that απ " πg. Moreover, there exists a birational morphism ε : X Ñ S that restricts to a diffeomorphism XpRq Ñ SpRq such that g " ε´1gε P AutpXq, πε : X Ñ P 1 is a conic bundle on X, and PicpXqĝ -Z 2 .
In particular, we have a Mori fibration in the sense of Definition 6.1. In the case paq, X is a Del Pezzo surface with possible degree 8, 6, 4, or 2. If pK X q 2 " 8, X » S and g P AutpSq. By Proposition 4.3, g is conjugate to one of the cases (3), (4), or (5) of the statement. If X is a Del Pezzo surface of degree 6, X comes from S by blowing up a pair of conjugate imaginary points and Proposition 4.6 tell us thatĝ comes from an automorphism of S, having the same cases as before. If X is a Del Pezzo surface of degree 4, X comes from S by blowing up two pairs of conjugate imaginary points and by Proposition 4.11 g is conjugate to α 1 or α 2 giving in case (2). If X is a Del Pezzo surface of degree 2, X comes from S by blowing up three pairs of conjugate imaginary points and Lemma 4.15 asserts that the Geiser involution ν is such that PicpXq ν has rank 1 and Lemma 4.16 that there is no other such automorphism of X. We get then case (1).
We look now at case pbq, where rkpPicpXqĝq " 2. In this case, g is conjugate to an element of AutpSpRq, πq by some birational morphism ε : X Ñ S that restricts to a diffeomorphism XpRq Ñ SpRq (see Remark 6.2) that we call g again for simplicity. Since the order of g is finite, by Lemma 5.2 the image of g under the map Φ : BirpS, πq Ñ AutpP 1 q is the identity or η : z Þ Ñ´z, after conjugation by an element of AutpSpRq, πq.
‚ If Φpgq is the identity, then g P AutpSpRq{πq. When g has order larger than 2, by Lemma 5.35 g is conjugate to a rotation, case (3). If g has order 2, then g is an element in Aut`pSpRq{πq when g is an orientation-preserving birational diffeomorphism or an element that belongs to AutpSpRq{πqzAut`pSpRq{πq otherwise. Proposition 5.25 implies in the first case, that Fixpgq is a double covering of P 1 with no real points and in the second case, that Fixpgq is a double covering of P 1 with real points one oval and ramification points P N and P S . Lemma 5.10 implies that P N and P S are fixed in both cases. By Lemma 5.23, the action of g on the fibres of π is either by rotations of order 2 when g is in Aut`pSpRq{πq or by reflections when g is in AutpSpRq{πqzAut`pSpRq{πq. We get thus cases (6) and (7) in the statement, except if the curve Fixpgq is rational. It remains to see that if Fixpgq is rational, g is conjugate to another case. If g P AutpSpRq{πqz Aut`pSpRq{πq, then the curve Fixpgq is isomorphic to P 1 R and g is conjugate to the reflection υ : pw : x : y : zq Þ Ñ pw :´x : y : zq by Theorems 5.21 and 5.30. If g P AutpSpRq{πq, then g is conjugate to an automorphism of the last family by Lemma 6.7. ‚ If Φpgq " η, then g " g 1η with Φpηq " η (Lemma 5.2) and g 1 P AutpSpRq{πq. Since the order of g is prime, g is of order 2 in AutpSpRq, πqzAutpSpRq{πq giving the case (8) in the statement, or one of the automorphisms pw : x : y : zq Þ Ñ pw :˘x :˘y :´zq.
Proof of Theorem B. All the cases are disjoint because of the fixed curves and order, except maybe in case (2) where the curve of fixed points of α i has genus 1 because elements in cases (6) and (7) may a have curve of fixed points of the same genus. However, α i is not conjugate to an automorphism of a conic bundle since there is no sequence of links coming from it to a Mori fibration preserving a conic bundle (Lemma 6.6). On the other hand, α i is conjugate to another element if and only if the conjugation is by an isomorphism of the surface X; this is again a consequence of Lemma 6.6. We proved that conjugacy classes in (2) are disjoint and parametrised by isomorphism classes of pairs pX, gq, where X is a Del Pezzo surface of degree 4 with XpRq » SpRq and g is an automorphism of order 2 that does not preserve any real conic bundle (Proposition 4.11).
It remains to show the parametrisation of the families p1q and p3q´p8q. For (1), the curves of fixed points in SpCq are not rational and invariant under conjugation in BirpSq and then in AutpSpRqq. We obtain a map from the set of conjugacy classes associated to each family to the set of isomorphism classes of the set of fixed curves. The surjectivity is given by the correspondence " Smooth real quartics with one oval * Ø " Del Pezzo surfaces of degree 2 diffeomorphic to the sphere * Concerning injectivity, if two quartics are isomorphic, then the surfaces are isomorphic. This is because the canonical divisor of the quartic is the class of a line (see proof Proposition 4.14). Then every isomorphism extends to P 2 and then, it yields an isomorphism of Del Pezzo surfaces of degree 2.
For (6) and (7), the elements are conjugate in AutpSpRqq if and only if they are conjugate in AutpSpRqq, because it is not possible to use other links that links of type II (see the description of links given in Lemma 6.6). We can thus consider the fixed locus, which is not only a non-rational curve, but also a curve endow with a 2 : 1-covering. Moreover, the elements of AutpSpRq, πq preserve the interval. Conversely, let Γ Ñ P 1 , Γ 1 Ñ P 1 be 2 : 1-coverings of P 1 and assume that there exists an isomorphism α : P 1 Ñ P 1 such that the following diagram commutes:
and that α preserves r´1, 1s then α is in the group given in Lemma 5.1, then there exist ξ P AutpSpRq, πq such that we replace ρ with ξρξ´1 and may assume that α " id. Then the corresponding elements are conjugate by Proposition 5.31. For (4) and (5), the parametrisation is trivial since there is only one element in each family.
For (3), if two rotations are equal up to sign, they are conjugate by υ or the identity. It remains to see that if r θ is conjugate to r θ 1 by ρ P AutpSpRqq then θ "˘θ 1 pmod 2πq. We may assume that the order is ě 5, (since otherwise we always have θ "˘θ pmod 2πq). We decompose ρ into elementary links and use Lemma 6.6 to see that ρ is a product of maps of the following type: dP 6 II / / dP 6 S » / / S where the vertical arrows are blow-ups of two imaginary fixed points, fixed by g and the image. Hence, we may assume that the points are p0 :˘i : 1 : 0q and then we stay in AutpSpRq, πq (Lemma 4.5). In AutpSpRq{πq¸xτ y Ă PGLp2, Cq¸xτ y the elements are`" 
